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ABSTRACT
This thesis proposes that vertically integrated low-volume high-mix (LVHM) manufacturers of
surface mount technology (SMT) assemblies can improve their competitive advantage by
utilizing external component preparation and kitting services. Due to the high setup costs
incurred by using automated processes, these service companies traditionally serve the domain of
high-volume OEM's and electronic contract manufacturers in horizontally integrated consumer
electronics industry, rather than LVHM OEMs. This research was conducted at a defense
electronics corporation that manufactures over 450 different SMT board designs per year in
average lots smaller than 25 units, for assembly into internally designed and manufactured high-
end radar and defense electronics systems. These results however, are applicable to any OEM
that must build a high mix of SMT assemblies to support its own products, such as a
semiconductor test equipment company.

Using a novel business case approach that combines financial and strategic factors, the research
demonstrates that outsourcing component preparation and kitting tasks can reduce costs and
improve downstream assembly efficiencies while enhancing the company's ability to acquire
new business and rapidly transition low rate products to maturity. This is accomplished by using
a modular, and dual-path supply chain design that allows OEM's, in real time, to choose the
appropriate supply chain for each SMT product. The choice between the supply chains is highly
dependent upon the position of the board design in its life cycle. The emerging, and maturing
phases of the product have different characteristics and customer demands, and therefore require
distinctly different supply chain capabilities. Hence, the need for a dual-path SMT supply-chain
for component preparation and kitting. This logic is extended upstream to the component
purchasing process and downstream to the SMT assembly process.

The thesis considers the impact of these changes to the enterprise and also proposes an
implementation plan to reduce integralities and move the firm from a strictly vertical/integral
supply chain architecture to a more modular supply chain architecture for producing SMT
assemblies.

Thesis Advisor: Thomas W. Kochan
Title: Professor of Management

Thesis Advisor: Steven B. Leeb
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Setting

This work was conducted as a Leaders For Manufacturing internship project inside the

Aerospace Electronics Corporation' (AEC), in the Sensors Division (SD), at a primary

engineering and manufacturing site. SD produces marine, submarine, terrestrial, airborne and

space radar systems for commercial and defense customers. AEC is similar to other defense

electronics firms in that it is large (>5,000 employees), it is international (operating in dozens of

countries), and manages hundreds of contracts simultaneously for domestic and international

customers.

Due to customer requirements for advanced performance, the competencies of defense

electronics firms span a wide array of technologies and multiple levels of systems expertise.

Typical subsystem competencies include precision mechanical components, monolithic

microwave integrated circuits, microelectromechanical devices (MEMs), RF processors, digital

processors and software; electro-optic, infrared, RF and acoustic sensors. Systems-level

capabilities include algorithm development, software development, modeling and simulation,

final assembly, system integration, ground and airborne test, and diagnostics.

The SD internship site integrates Marketing, Sales, Program Management, Procurement,

Engineering, and Manufacturing functions. While collaboration with other sites is common,

many SD programs are completely managed, engineered, manufactured, tested and delivered

from this site.

SD implements many of their products and sub-system hardware designs as analog and digital

circuit boards. The internship site houses the sector-wide manufacturing capability for surface

mount technology (SMT) circuit board assembly. Used by all SD programs, the SMT assembly

factory comprises three automated assembly lines and one large manual assembly area. Each of

the automated assembly lines is equipped to process boards completely including component

placement, soldering and inspection. The manual assembly area is used to install SMT

1 The company name has been changed to protect anonymity.
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components that cannot be manipulated by the automated component-placement machinery, or

components that are part of a small batch that is not economical to run on the automated line. In

total, the SMT assembly area builds over 60,000 circuit card assemblies (CCAs) of 450 different

styles each year. The automated line builds approximately Y2 of these CCAs. In most cases,
CCAs assembled on the automated line require additional manual assembly of components such

as connectors and heat sinks. Because of the volume of the manual work and the time-intensive

nature of the delicate work, the manual SMT area employs approximately 4 times more

employees than does the automated line.

The primary focus of this project is the inbound supply chain of components for the SMT

production line. Specifically, this project will focus on the question of outsourcing a stage in the

inbound supply chain called "kitting". Kitting is the process of physically collecting the

necessary components in correct quantities to fully assemble a batch of circuit boards. The

completed kit of components is delivered to the SMT assembly factory where it is assembled as a

discrete job, in a process similar to a job shop. In fact, the factory is a captive job shop for all

200 active SD programs.

1.2 The Production Environment

Forces of the defense industry, the supply chain, history and culture, customer requirements, and

technology, converge to create a complex manufacturing environment. One striking observation

is the apparent mismatch between the product and the manufacturing process. The product,

advanced radar systems, is characterized by cutting-edge custom components, frequent design

changes, frequent introduction of new designs, rapid obsolescence, manual tuning, and low

production quantities. For such a product, one would normally choose a manual assembly

process that is very flexible, keep low inventories, and avoid capital expenditures on high-

production-rate equipment with less flexibility. However, to build circuit boards for these radar

systems, SD uses automated equipment that is identical to that used by high volume producers of

cell phones and pagers. There are reasons for this that will be explained in later chapters, but this

fact creates interesting demands upon the kitting process. Additional characteristics of the SD

SMT production environment can be described from three perspectives: Operational,
Technological, and Organizational.
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Operational Perspective

The SMT assembly operation under study is characterized by the following:

* Three automatic assembly lines, 20 employees.

0 One manual assembly area, 40 employees.

* 2-shift operation.

0 MRP controlled, push-system for material planning.

* Independent tools for capacity planning.

* Design-and-build-to-order, very little speculative manufacturing.

* Long order-to-delivery cycle, 12 months or more in many cases.

* Large inventory of raw material (components).

" Batch processing to amortize setup costs

" Incoming inventory grouped by kits.

* WIP buffer between automatic and manual build operations.

* Lower test yields and greater rework as compared to high-volume commercial

electronics.

* High mix of CCA styles, or designs. Of 450 styles per year, 300 are new or revised. See

Figure 1.

* Low production volume of each CCA style. Average production rate = 20 per style

annually. See Figure 1.

* Frequent design changes, with break-in at various steps in the manufacturing process.

2 Numbers are disguised, but sufficiently illustrate the operational environment. Qualitative assessments such as
"high" and "low" are relative to commercial manufacturers of high volume, low mix products such as cell phones
and pagers.
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Distribution of CCA Production Quantities

1 51 101 151 201 251 301 351 401
Board Style

Figure 1. CCA Production Distribution at SD

Technological Perspective

. Automatic and/or Manual assembly content in each CCA.

* High-value, mission-critical components mixed with low-value commodity components

on the same CCA.

* Shelf-life-limited and exposure-sensitive components.

. Automated machinery is designed for low-mix high-volume manufacturing but used for

low-volume high mix manufacturing.

. Automation processes require significant support to sustain and improve.

. Frequent introduction of new components due to component industry design

improvements, customer changes, and diminishing manufacturing sources.

Organizational Perspective

* Matrix between over 100 product-oriented organizations (programs) and five functional

organizations, including Manufacturing.

" Tri-Union workforce with excellent labor-management relationship.
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* Primary factory metrics/incentives: 1) performance indicator (PI), which is a measure of

labor efficiency on each job that runs through the factory, based upon predetermined

standards, and 2) Cost of Quality, which is a measure of all scrap, rework and repair.

* Complex responsibility chain. For example, three different organizational chains, each

under a different VP, are required to move a product from design, to procurement, and to

manufacturing.

The kitting operation has a huge challenge. They need to produce kits of components containing

the right types, the right quantities, and the right configuration, to the right place at exactly the

right time to avoid expensive production disruptions. They must do this in the face of changing

engineering specifications, reliance upon shipment dates from suppliers, small production

quantities, and changing production schedules. This is a very demanding task. The cost of

preparing a kit for assembly can exceed the cost of assembling the CCA by a factor of 2.

1.3 Problem Statement, Objectives, and Scope

It is known that external suppliers exist which can perform the kitting operations currently done

internally at SD. The purpose of this research is to determine the feasibility of improving SD's

competitive advantage by utilizing these external resources. Can outsourcing kits yield cost-

savings, cycle time reduction, inventory reduction, quality improvement, and organizational

learning for SD and other low-volume, high-mix, high-value surface mount technology

manufacturers in the defense electronics industry? This project will propose and apply a

framework for evaluating sourcing opportunities, and suggest organizational changes to assist

aerospace and defense electronics firms in developing a make/buy competency that enables these

firms to capture strategic business opportunities as they emerge. This research will propose a

strategic perspective on the SMT supply chain, and suggest tactical and operational guidelines

for implementing the strategy. A key concept in this study is the "modularization" of the kitting

processes. When examining make/buy decisions, the firm must consider, among other things,

the compatibility between the product architecture and the supply chain architecture. C.H. Fine

proposes that, like product architectures, supply chain architecture can be modular or integral3.

3 ClockSpeed by C.H. Fine, Perseus Books, Copyright 1998. Many of the concepts in later chapters will be drawn
from this source and expanded upon. Supply chain architecture is specifically addressed in chapters 8 and 9 of
Clockspeed.
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Is the current SMT supply chain integral? Does SD need to modularize its supply chain in order

to take advantage of latent business opportunities? Can the SMT supply chain be modularized,
and is there value to the firm in doing so? If there is value in modularizing the supply chain,
how does an organization do it? What forces oppose the modularization of the SMT supply

chain, and can those forces be overcome?

1.4 Approach and Methodology

This study is based on a financial and strategic analysis of the SMT kitting operation. The

analytical framework draws in part upon earlier work done by C. H. Fine, et. al.4 In its simplest

form, this project is an outsourcing decision analysis. Therefore I conducted interviews with

many suppliers and sought price quotes from each. In addition, I analyzed the internal cost of

performing the same tasks. Of critical importance are the linkages and feedback loops between

each of the steps in the SMT supply chain. The thesis discovers useful and wasteful feedback

loops of information and material, and proposes methods to increase the independence of each
step in the supply chain. This independence enables sourcing decisions to be implemented

rapidly and with less organizational effort. The strategic analysis is less quantitative, but

possibly more important. The goal of the strategic analysis is to ensure the preservation of short

and long-term competitiveness.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter two provides a technical analysis of the product technology. The analysis will discuss

the design-drivers for radar systems and the SMT circuit boards they contain. The goal of this

chapter is to better understand the product requirements and their impact on the design and

production of the radar systems and circuit boards. Chapter two also discusses the SMT

assembly process, the kitting process, and the current initiatives that impact the SMT supply

chain.

Chapter three contains a detailed description of the current-state SMT value-chain including

process descriptions and the flow of material and information, including feedback loops. The

purpose of this chapter is to develop a fuller understanding of the complexities in the flow of

4Fine, C.H., et. al. Rapid-Response Capability in Value-Chain Design, MIT Sloan Management Review, Winter
2002, Volume 43, Number 2. MIT Sloan School of Business Management.
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material and information, and to examine the consequences, both intended and unintended, of the

existing supply chain structure. For each element of the supply chain, chapter three will discuss

the inputs, outputs, metrics, trends, and "market" forces driving its behavior. Chapter three

concludes with a description of the key causes and effects of kit defects, and a summary of the

primary arguments for and against outsourcing kits.

Chapter four presents the outsourcing model with application to SMT kitting. The chapter

begins by presenting a non-traditional framework for analyzing a supply chain for make/buy

business opportunities, and then continues to apply the framework to the kitting operation and

the CCA assembly operation. Results are presented. Chapter four also proposes a new supply

chain architecture that provides a globally, rather that locally, optimal solution to the SMT

outsourcing question. The proposed architecture considers stakeholder forces, financial

objectives and anticipates future changes in these. The chapter will examine the organizational

impact, both positive and negative, of the new supply-chain architecture.

Chapter five summarizes recommendations and presents recommendations for implementing the

proposed supply chain architecture. The recommendations begin with a three-phase gated

approach, each phase addressing critical success factors. Chapter five also considers three

different organizational perspectives (strategic design, political, and cultural) that must be

considered while converting to a new supply chain architecture.

Chapter six examines future work needed to extend and improve the success of the

recommended architecture.

Chapter seven provides a discussion of the project findings and summarizes the conclusions of

the work.
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2.0 PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS AND PRODUCTION PROCESSES

2.1 Product Requirements

The SMT manufacturing method is widely used in the global electronics-manufacturing sector to

produce circuit boards for consumer electronics products such as computers, cell phones, pagers,

home appliances and automobiles. However, the design requirements for SMT cards in the

defense sector can be quite different than the requirements for consumer electronics. This

section describes some of the defense industry design drivers to provide a context for

understanding the difficulties in sourcing and kitting SMT components used in the design.

While not all criteria apply to each component on each circuit board, they do place constraints on

the selection of many components in a system.

5
2.1.1 Mission-Critical Speed

For defense purposes, a radar system has only one viable substitute: a faster and more sensitive

radar system. The speed of a radar system is measured in three primary ways, the bandwidth and

agility of the carrier frequency, the pulse-width, and the processing throughput.

Radar
X-mitted radar pulse

Backscattered RF pulse

MA
b]V Target

R

Figure 2. Time-of-Flight Ranging Principle for Radar Systems

Referring to Figure 2, which shows the basic elements of a time-of-flight radar ranging system,

one can see that a transmitted RF pulse must travel to a target and back to the receiver. A radar

5 Many excellent texts address the basic principles of radar systems. The material for this section is adapted from

one such source, Rdar System Principles, by Harold R. Raemer, CRC Press, 1997.
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system that uses a co-located transmit antenna and receiving antenna is called a monostatic radar

system and its radiation obeys the following fundamental relationship:

T = (source: Radar System Principles, by H.R. Raemer, CRC Press, 1997)
c

T is the total transit time of the pulse, c is the speed of light, and R is the distance between the

radar system and the target. This relationship illustrates the total transit time for a pulse, but also

illustrates the range resolution attainable with a given pulse width. Solving for R yields a

relationship between resolution and pulse width,

Ct
r = -- (source: Radar System Principles, by H.R. Raemer, CRC Press, 1997)

2

where r now represents the spatial length of the pulse and t is the temporal width of the pulse.

Since the speed of light is approximately 3x10 8 meters/second, a pulse width of 1 second gives

range resolution of 1.5 x 108 meters. However, this is not a practical pulse width for defense

radar systems. Table 1 shows the minimum attainable resolution for given pulse width for

practical radar systems. To attain maximum resolution, and thus maximize the system's ability

to identify a target, the system must be able to switch pulses on and turn them off very quickly.

This can be useful in situations where one needs to distinguish between a squadron of fighters

and a flock of pelicans. Or more importantly, this can help determine the number of aircraft in

an advancing squadron.

Pulse Width Minimum Attainable Range Resolution

0.1 nsec 1.5 cm

1.0 nsec 15 cm

10 nsec 1.5 m

0.1 psec 15 m

1.0 psec 150 m

10.0 psec 1.5 km

0.1 msec 15 km

1.0 msec 150 km

Table 1. Short Pulse-Width Improves Resolution of Range Measurement

(source: Radar System Principles, by H.R. Raemer, CRC Press, 1997)
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Another element of speed is the carrier frequency, f0 . This is the frequency of the RF radiation

inside each pulse packet. The carrier frequency is important for three reasons. First, a higher

carrier frequency can provide more spectrum over which the radar can operate and thus

reasonably avoid detection. Second, higher carrier frequencies generally attenuate less in the

atmosphere thus providing more reflected power for detection. Third, a higher carrier frequency

improves the Doppler sensitivity of the system, which enables the radar system to accurately

detect the velocity and direction of a target relative to the antenna. Consider the Doppler

equation,

fd - f V -P (source: Radar System Principles, by H.R. Raemer, CRC Press, 1997)
c

where fd is the Doppler frequency, V is the velocity vector of the target and P is the direction

vector between the radar source and the target. The velocity of the target relative to the source,

Vr,,, is the dot product of these two quantities. The equation reveals that the magnitude of the

Doppler frequency is proportional to the carrier frequency. As f, approaches zero, the ability to

detect even large target velocity diminishes. Conversely, as fo increases, the ability of the

system to detect even small target velocities improves greatly. Table 2 provides some examples

of the Doppler shift for a constant target velocity.

Carrier Frequency, fo fd for Vr,, = 100 m/s

15 MHz 10 Hz

1.5 GHz 1.0 KHz

15 GHz 10 KHz

150 GHz 100 KHz

Table 2. Higher Carrier Frequency Improves Doppler Sensitivity

(source: Radar System Principles, by H.R. Raemer, CRC Press, 1997)

The third component of speed is processor throughput. Received signals must be processed to

filter noise from the signals of interest, determine range and velocity, identify the type of target,
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and communicate relevant information to a super-system or human. This information throughput

rate can be a mission critical element of a customer requirement. To provide maximum

throughput, designers employ high-speed micro-circuitry, fast digital processors and advanced

software algorithms.

Another system capability that demands high processing bandwidth is called "Over-the-Horizon

Detection". This advanced capability requires that engineers design circuits that can self-select

frequencies to reflect off the ionosphere, and use adaptive frequency tuning and high-power

transmission to separate signals from continuously changing noise sources such as commercial
6radio broadcasts, ionosphere fluctuations, cosmic noises and ground reflections. This capability

places a high demand on processing capabilities.

The need for high speed and agility in the circuitry that transmits, receives and processes the

radar signals drives designers to select components with unusually high bandwidth. Because

advances in the bandwidth of integrated microcircuits occur regularly, designers have cause to

choose new components for each design and to modify existing designs to continually improve

system performance.

2.1.2 Transmitter Power

The transmitted signal must have sufficient power to be detected upon return. The signal

becomes attenuated as it passes through the atmosphere, is scattered off the target that

presumably is designed to minimize RF reflection, and is again attenuated as it passes through

the atmosphere on its return trip. To ensure that sufficient signal strength is available, modern

airborne radar systems can transmit RF energy with peak power in the range of several

Megawatts7 . Typical radiant power of digital cell phones is 125 milliwatts, nearly one million

times less power that the radar system. There is no mass market for components capable of

delivering this extreme amount of power.

6 From a Translation of "Osnovy Zagorizontnoi Radiolokatsii", or "Over the Horizon Radar", A.A. Kolosov, et. al.
Artech House Inc. 1987.
7 F-22 Raptor, Bill Sweetman, MBI Publishing, 1998
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2.1.3 Receiver Sensitivity

In order to effectively process weak power returns, the receiver must have very little internal

noise that mixes with and obscures the incoming signal. The figure of merit for this is called the

signal-to-noise-ratio or SNR. SNR is the ratio of the received power to the power of noise

internal to the receiver and is described by,

SNR = -eO
PN (4,T) 2 r 4k 0B RF,

(source: Radar System Principles, by H.R. Raemer, CRC Press, 1997)

where PR is the received power of the incoming radar pulse, and PN is the internal noise power

of the radar receiver. Designers need components with ultra-low internal noise power to

maximize the SNR, and thus design a "competitive" radar system. The receiver bandwidth

(BR), and the Noise Figure (F ) can be directly impacted by the choice of components on the

receiver circuit board design. Defense contractors rely upon very advanced components to

optimize these values.

2.1.4 Thermal

Airborne and space-based radar systems must function over wide temperature ranges. Required

operational temperature ranges for airborne radars systems can go from -40C to +1OOC, and

space-based circuit boards must operate over even larger temperature ranges. Some radar

systems use liquid cooling directly over encapsulated circuit boards to ensure mission-critical

boards operate in these harsh temperatures. In addition, designers create elaborate heat-sink

designs to move heat away from components. These heat sinks are complex, custom

components that must be manually assembled into the CCA.

2.1.5 Mechanical

There are two important aspects to the mechanical design of CCAs. First, the CCAs often have

complex form factors because they must fit in extremely tight and irregularly shaped spaces.

Complex form factors require the heat sinks, connectors, and substrate (also a component of a

kit) to have complex shapes that are either difficult or impossible to install on an automated

assembly line. In these cases some or all of the mechanical components must be custom
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designed and manually assembled. Second, the CCA must withstand high g-forces and vibration

energy relative to consumer products. To meet these requirements, designers often specify

special adhesives or additional soldering requirements in order to ensure tight mechanical

coupling between components and substrates.

2.1.6 Product Modularity

Because airborne defense platforms such as tactical fighters and strategic bombers can cost in

excess of $50M each, the defense department can procure only minimal spare aircraft and a fleet

must have minimum downtime. If an airborne radar system fails, the aircraft must be grounded

while repair occurs. To ensure mission-readiness cost-effectively, designers use a modular

design approach for avionics equipment. Two primary levels of product modularity exist: Line

Replaceable Units (LRU) and Line Replaceable Modules (LRM). The relationship between

them is shown in Figure 3. The LRU is a system that can easily be diagnosed, removed and

replaced on the flight line with minimal downtime to the aircraft. A typical LRU performs major

functions, e.g. digital receiving, video processing or transmitter signal processing. Each LRU

comprises multiple LRMs.

LRU

LRM LRU

Figure 3. Modular Product Architecture for Airborne Avionics8

An LRM is an individual and replaceable element of the LRU. The purpose of an LRM is to

ensure that once an LRU failure is diagnosed, the appropriate LRM(s) can be quickly replaced to

make the LRU fully functional again. This modular architecture reduces the total inventory of

spare parts required to keep aircraft functional, and also maximizes the mission-readiness of each

aircraft by reducing repair cycle times. CCAs are one type of LRM. They are mounted inside an

8 Photographs are courtesy of AEC's publicly released recruiting presentation.
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LRU and connected by a common bus architecture. Another advantage of this architecture is

the ability to perform midlife avionics upgrades without redesigning the interface between the

aircraft structure and the avionics. As pointed out by Fine9 , the clock speed of airframes is long,

and the clock speed of avionics is much shorter. Thus, a modular design allows the airframe to

be upgraded with new and advanced avionics with minimal downtime or modification to the

airframe.

2.2 Surface Mount Technology

Surface mount technology (SMT) involves placing components on the surface of a substrate,

such as a polycarbonate circuit card, temporarily fastened by a viscous solder paste with

subsequent heating to flow the solder and complete the electrical and mechanical connection

between the component and the substrate. The previous generation of assembly technology,

called through hole technology (THT) required that holes be drilled in the substrate to allow

component leads to protrude through the opposite side for subsequent soldering. See Figure 4.

Solder Application Zone Optional Adhesive

Chip
Component

IC

THT SMT

Figure 4. Through Hole Technology and Surface Mount Technology

This section does not provide a detailed step-by-step description of the automated SMT assembly

process. If the reader is not familiar with the process, refer to Appendix A for a more complete

description.

The technology to manufacture circuit boards using SMT existed in the 1950's, but was not

widely adopted until the early 1980's. Driven by the need for higher component density, and

9 Clockspeed, Chapter 7, "DNA Mapping"
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improved placement speeds, the SMT method grew steadily. In the 1990's, driven largely by
high demand for consumer electronics products, the Internet, and wireless communication

devices, the use of SMT grew dramatically. Because the demand came primarily from the high-
volume low mix environment of the commercial electronics industry, the automation equipment
evolved to meet those needs. Specifically, the industry developed standards, such as J-STD-001
and the EISA Standard for packaging large quantities of components in a manner compatible
with high-speed programmable machinery used to pick and place components onto substrates.
The primary packaging innovation was plastic tape with pockets, each containing a component,
and the entire strip covered with an adhesive cover tape to contain the components. Figure 5
shows an example.

Figure 5. Tape and Reel Feed Format

These strips are easily spooled onto reels that can contain thousands of components each, and
attach easily to the high-volume feeding mechanism on the placement machines. These
machines have positions to accept as many as 50 different reels, and can place components at
rates exceeding 1,000 components per minute with true-positional accuracy less than 0.001 inch.
These packaging standards enabled high-volume manufacturers to make substantial efficiency
gains in large lots by reducing the frequency of replenishment. Other feed formats include
matrix trays and tubes as shown in Figures 6 and 7. Matrix trays carry multiple IC's in a two
dimensional array. These trays can be stacked for transportation and storage. Matrix trays are
used when components are too large to package into tape, or when quantities are too small to
justify the expense of packaging the components into tape. Tubes are the least preferable format
but are used for low-volume applications in situations where the component leads are durable
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enough to escape damage while being gravity-fed through the tube. Pick and place machines

commonly allow all three feed formats to be used in a single setup.

Figure 6. Tube Feed Format

Figure 7. Matrix Tray Feed Format

Many components cannot be automatically assembled using the pick and place machinery.

Some components are too heavy or irregularly shaped to conform to the vacuum nozzle

parameters of the pickup head. These components must be manually installed and therefore

require no special packaging beyond that required to protect the component from handling

damage or electrostatic discharge. Examples of these components include connectors, heat

sinks, cylindrical capacitors and resistors, and labels.

2.3 Definitions of Kit and Kitting.

KIT

An SMT kit is a physical collection of the components required to complete a single batch of

CCAs of one style, or part number. The kit definition is derived directly from the Engineering

product structure (which specifies the precise types and quantities of components for each CCA)
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and the MRP lot quantities (which define the size and timing of each production batch), to create

a bill of material (BOM). The batch size typically varies from 1 to 100 units, the average being

approximately 25. A typical kit contains approximately 60 unique components or "line-items"

that are required to completely assemble a CCA. Each line-item corresponds to a line in the bill

of material (BOM) for the circuit board to be built. The number of components for each line-

item will vary depending upon the frequency of use on the CCA, plus the expected waste, or

attrition, which will occur during assembly. For example, consider the sample kit defined in

Table 3. It is defined to build 10 CCAs of part number 123X456Z01, having 54 line-items, in

one batch. If line-item 004 is a 1 0kn ± 5% resistor used in 6 places on each CCA, then the total

number of units of line-item one would be 10 x 6 = 60.

Line-item Part Number Description Quantity Pkg Code

001 986G234D05 PWB, AGV9989 RECEIVER 10 C

002 AD590MF MICROCIRCUIT, TRANSDUCER 42 T

003 CWR09HC106KB CAPACITOR, CHIP 330 R

004 CDR12BG8R2ABUR RESISTOR, CHIP 66 R

053 993H886D22 HEATSINK 10 M

054 983H192D01 CONNECTOR 22 M

Table 3. Sample Kit Definition for a 10-lot of CCA #123X456Z01 10

Additionally, if historical data indicates that 10% of the components will be either lost or

damaged during assembly, then the unit count would be revised upward to 60 x 1.10 = 66 units".

These calculations must be performed for each line-item in the kit.

All part numbers and descriptions in Table 3 are fictitious and for instructive purposes only.
1 Alternatively, SPC data can be used to calculate a confidence interval over which the factory will not run short of

the component and thus experience a manufacturing disruption due to component shortages. Where SPC data is
unavailable then experience or educated guesswork is a guide.
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In addition to specifying the proper type and number of components, the kit definition must

specify the proper packaging for each component in the kit. The specified packaging must be

compatible with production line process capabilities. Specifically, each line-item must be in

tape, matrix trays, or tubes if it is to be automatically placed. The component needs no special

packaging if it is to be manually placed. This data is more difficult to obtain because it is often

not an element of the part number chosen by Engineering in the product structure.

KITTING

The kitting process collects many components from the inventory management system, and

aggregates components to create kits for delivery to the assembly line. Refer to Figure 8.

Kitting personnel build kits according to the kit definition and BOM, and also verify that the

packaging style (tape, tube, tray, none) for each component conforms to the assembly factory

standards. This outsourcing investigation includes four macro-processes currently performed

inside the company to create kits: Receiving Components, Inventory Management, Value-

Added Operations, and Kitting.

Why Kitting? Why not stock all material at the point of use (POU), at or near the assembly line

for consumption as needed? The problem with POU stocking is that SD consumes over 12,000

different types of SMT components, many in very small quantities. It would be impractical to

stock this variety of components at the POU. It is realistic however, to envision a system that

stores approximately 100-200 of the most commonly used components at the POU, utilizing an

automated replenishment system. However, kits would still be needed to deliver all substrates

and components not stored at POU.
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outsourcing investigation.
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Perform strategic
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2.4 Current Issues and Initiatives

The following issues and initiatives provide much of the force for change upon AEC and its

competitors. These forces directly affect SD and specifically the internal SMT supply chain.

Many of these issues relate to design.

2.4.1 "War on Cost"

The aerospace and defense electronics industries entered a new phase in the 1990's. A

framework for the evolution of industries, developed by Utterback , fits the defense electronics

industry well. Utterback names the early and mid-life years of an industry thefluidphase and

the transitional phase respectively. Breakthrough products and many entrants characterize the

fluid phase. During the transitional phase a few designs and a few companies become dominant

in the industry. At this point companies begin leaving the industry or consolidating with

dominant competitors. Also at this point, innovation begins to switch from product technologies

to process technologies. This ushers in the specific phase in which major product innovations

are unlikely, and competition is largely based upon price and lead-time. In the 1990's, aerospace

has seen the introduction of initiatives such as "War on Cost 13, "Better, Faster, Cheaper 14, and

the Lean Aerospace Initiative' 5 . The existence of these initiatives is evidence that the aerospace

and defense electronics industries are in the specific phase. Table 4 lists the significant

characteristics of the specific phase. Note the relevance of many of these characteristics to the

outsourcing question being considered in this thesis.

This pressure to reduce costs has not diminished the traditional customer needs for product

performance, quality, and delivery. In fact, to compete effectively, competitors must maintain or

continue to improve the product performance, quality and delivery while simultaneously

lowering costs. The War on Cost could be called a meta-force in the industry, a force that leads

to the development of new issues and initiatives. The remaining six items in this section are each

related to the War on Cost.

12 Utterback, J. Mastering the Dynamics of Innovation. Harvard Business School Press, Boston MA, 1996.
13 Initiated by Major General Michael Mushala (Air Force Program Executive Officer for Fighter and Bomber
Programs), at the Lean Aerospace Initiative Plenary Conference April 2001.
14 Most prominently advocated by NASA Administrator, Daniel Goldin.
15 Collaborative effort between MIT, multiple aerospace corporations, and the USAF.
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Innovation Incremental for product and with cumulative

improvements in productivity and quality.

Source of innovation Often suppliers.

Products Mostly undifferentiated, standard products.

Production processes Efficient, capital intensive and rigid; cost of change is

high.

R&D Focus on incremental product technologies; emphasis

on process technology.

Equipment Special-purpose, mostly automatic, with labor focused

on tending and monitoring equipment.

Plant Large-scale, highly specific to particular products.

Cost of process change High

Competitors Few, classic oligopoly with stable market shares.

Basis of competition Price

Organizational control Structure, rules, goods.

Vulnerabilities of industry To technological innovations that present superior

leaders product substitutes.

Table 4. Characteristics of the Specific Phase of Industry Evolution

2.4.2 Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) Components

Electronic components designed specifically for defense aerospace applications traditionally

emphasized performance and reliability over cost. However, these components are often two

orders of magnitude more expensive than their commercial equivalents. The DOD encourages

suppliers to design using COTS parts wherever and whenever possible, without compromising

the performance or reliability of the system. The COTS initiative has saved the DOD many

millions of dollars by leveraging the price competitive commercial electronics industry.
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However, COTS exacerbates some existing challenges, as will be seen in the next section

regarding Diminishing Material Sources.

2.4.3 Diminishing Material Sources (DMS)

The life cycle of defense electronics systems can outlive the sources of the components in the

system. The time from design-start through spares support can span over 20 years.

Manufacturers must constantly monitor the supply chain to determine if any components in a

system will become obsolete or unavailable at any time during the life cycle of the system. If a

component becomes unavailable or a supplier gives advanced notice that they will discontinue

manufacturing a component, the company must seek a replacement solution. Typical solutions,

listed from most desirable to least desirable, are:

" Find a new supplier for the identical component.

" Find an acceptable substitute component.

" Purchase a lifetime quantity of the component, called a "lifetime buy".

" Redesign the system to replace the old components with newer components.

DMS can greatly impact the delivery and cost of products. Therefore, defense electronics

companies such as AES employ full-time DMS managers and a DMS management system to

monitor the supply chain for potential DMS issues. The goal of the DMS management system is

early detection and avoidance of DMS issues in the supply chain.

COTS has exacerbated DMS issues simply because the life cycle of commercial electronics

components tend to be much shorter than those of mil-spec electronics components. Therefore,

the frequency of DMS events has increased, escalating the cost of DMS management.

2.4.4 Kit Quality

The contents of a SMT kit must be correct along several dimensions including:

* Part number

" Quantity, including attrition

* Lead forming geometry
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" Packaging format (tape, trays, tubes, none)

" Environmental protection (electrostatic discharge, moisture sensitivity, freezer

requirements, etc)

" Cleanliness (e.g. substrates free from foreign matter)

" Schedule

If a single line-item, or even a single unit of a line-item is discrepant along any of the above

dimensions, it will negatively impact the production line. The impact takes several forms. First,
if the setup operator finds an incorrect part number, the correct part number must be quickly

found and brought to the production line, or else the setup must be dismantled and the next job

run while the kit gets "fixed". The result is lower efficiency, lower throughput, and increased

lead-time. In other cases, an obscure defect such as slightly defective lead forming geometry

may result in a component that gets installed on the board but makes incorrect electrical contact

with the substrate. This defect may not be detected until functional testing. The impact to the

production line is lower assembly or test yields and the need to repair or replace boards. This

results in higher material and labor costs and longer lead-time.

AES was experiencing significant kit quality problems in 2000 and 2001. To correct the quality

issues AES tasked a senior manager to fix the kitting operation. This initiative has yielded

excellent results, with kit defects being rare rather than common. However, the cost of operating

the kitting operations, competitive pressures, and the need to strategically allocate labor provides

continued incentive to investigate outsourcing the kitting operation. The lessons learned from

the kit quality initiative are valuable when examining the implications of outsourcing the kitting

process.

2.4.5 Packaging Specifications

Incorrect or incomplete component packaging specification continues to be a significant source

of kit defects. An example of such a defect is a chip resistor that is most efficiently used on the

tape format, but gets purchased as loose components in an ESD bag. Why does this happen?

Simply, purchasing agents do not have visibility of both the engineering and manufacturing

requirements for each component. AES Engineering policies do not require designers to select
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packaging specifications for components. Therefore, the product structure alone does not give

guidance to planners or purchasing agents about how the part will be packaged for assembly. An

informal system currently exists for specifying component packaging, but this system is not yet

an element of the up-front design, planning and procurement processes.

2.4.6 Cross-Product Modularity

Avionics systems have evolved into a modular architecture primarily to reduce repair costs and

aircraft downtime. The radar system for a jet fighter for instance is comprised of multiple Line

Replaceable Units (LRUs) that are self-contained electronics chassis. Each LRU contains

multiple Line Replaceable Modules (LRMs) that can be removed from the LRU, diagnosed and

replaced independently from the remaining LRMs. These two levels of modularity allow the

maintenance staff to quickly replace an LRU, and then diagnose the defective LRM(s). This

system allows the customer to keep a minimal set of spares in inventory, and also enables the

customer to rapidly diagnose and repair the aircraft to ensure maximum uptime.

A new level of modularity is emerging. Defense electronics firms such as AES are seeking to

gain further economies of scale by designing LRMs that can be used across a number of

platforms. One example might be a RF receiver LRM that can be used in multiple attack and

fighter aircraft. Achieving modularity across product lines would dramatically reduce

engineering effort, reduce component proliferation, reduce the delivery time, and lower the unit

manufacturing costs. Achieving cross-product modularization requires excellent coordination

between multiple programs.

2.4.7 Integrated Product Teams (IPTs)

These teams are typically led by program managers and staffed with representatives from

functional organizations. The goal of the IPT is reducing overall production costs by involving

input from all the functional areas required to manufacture a system. AES uses IPTs as a

standard business practice.
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3.0 CURRENT STATE SUPPLY CHAIN ANALYSIS

This chapter will provide a more detailed view of the present-state SMT supply chain at AES.

Section 3.1 and 3.2 provide an overview and then a detailed presentation of the supply chain.

Subsequent sections will describe the inner-workings of, and relationship between each element

in the chain, starting from the upstream elements and proceeding downstream.

3.1 Supply Chain Overview

This section will provide a brief overview of the SMT supply chain to establish the terminology

and the scope for the remainder of the thesis. Figure 9 depicts the primary entities in the SMT

supply chain and the possible material flows between them. SD currently performs all functions

to some degree, but does very little component manufacturing and distribution work.

Component
Manufacturer(s)

Distributor(s)

Value-Added Firm(s)

kil>
Warehouse(s)

UUA AssemDiers)

I

Kitting Operation(s)

Figure 9. Material Flows in the Conventional SMT Manufacturing Supply Chain

Entities of the Supply Chain:

Component Manufacturer. These firms convert raw materials into passive and active electronic

components such as resistors, capacitors, inductors, amplifiers, regulators, memories, and
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processors. AEC procures components from over 200 manufacturers, either directly, or

indirectly through distributors.

Distributor. These firms serve the manufacturers by aggregating demand from many OEMs, and

serve OEMs by managing inventories of components with the goal of maximizing service levels.

AEC purchases components from many distributors.

Value-Added Firm. These firms perform operations on components that are not done by

manufacturers, but must be done prior to assembly. Examples include: programming active

components (PROMs, FPGAs, etc.), forming the metal leads of a component in preparation for

assembly, applying metalization to component leads in preparation for assembly, performance

testing, and packaging into tape pockets for assembly with automated machinery. The number of

value-added-firms (VAFs) in the supply chain is much smaller than the number of

manufacturers. AEC performs programming, forming, and tinning operations internally, but not

exclusively.

Warehouse. The purpose of this entity is to hold and manage an inventory of components that

are ready for either value-added operations or kitting. These components are grouped by part

number in preparation for assembly onto multiple CCAs. AEC uses one primary physical,

automated warehouse for most components. A few smaller physical warehouses are kept on-site

to keep inventory close to the point-of-use. These physical warehouses are also segregated into

many logical warehouses to facilitate the tracking of, and accountability for, the components

owned by the many AEC programs.

Kitting Operation. This entity assembles the exact quantities of each type of component needed

to fulfill a production order for a predetermined quantity of CCAs to be produced as a single

batch on the assembly line. In other words, the kitting operation produces kits. AEC performs

the kitting in-house. Kitting is always the convergence point and last step in the flow of

components prior to assembly.
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CCA Assembler. This entity consumes the contents of the kit and produces a complete CCA,

ready for test and integration into the next higher assembly. AEC internally assembles all SMT

CCAs required for their electronic systems. Appendix A provides an overview of the SMT

assembly process.

In Figure 9, note that optional routes exist in the conventional material flow scheme. These

options are necessary for several reasons. The manufacturer can ship to a VAF, a distributor, or

directly to the OEM's warehouse depending upon the finished-state of the components, and

contractual arrangements. A distributor may receive components from the manufacturer via a

VAF or directly from the manufacturer. A distributor can ship directly to the OEM's warehouse,

or may need to first perform value added processes to ensure the components are ready for

assembly. Regardless of the route, all material arriving for kitting must be fully conditioned for

assembly. The kitting operation ensures the proper types and quantities are bundled together for

presentation to the assembly process.

In the current project, SD performs the function of the VAF, the Warehouse, the Kitting

Operation, and the CCA Assembler. In rare cases, SD also is a component manufacturer, and

also sends small amounts of work to an outside VAF.

In order to appreciate the implications of outsourcing SMT kitting operations, we must

understand the current flow of information and material through the system. Outsourcing

obviously forces some information and material paths to be branched and/or redirected to

external suppliers. In some cases this is a straightforward task, but in other cases this is quite

challenging. Material and information paths have two important characteristics: length of delay,

and the level of "traffic". Redirecting a high-traffic path to an external supplier can be unduly

expensive, especially if delays are introduced.

3.2 Detailed Supply Chain Diagram with Interactions

Whether called a supply chain, process diagram, routing diagram, or value chain, the diagram in

Figure 10 shows the existing flows of information and material used to produce fully assembled
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CCAs from the design. Information paths are depicted with small font arrows and material paths

are depicted with large font arrows. The dashed box circumscribes the elements being evaluated

for outsourcing. Figure 10 is somewhat simplified for clarity. For example, interactions with

information systems such as MRP, Shop Floor Control or the Engineering Product Structure

system are not explicitly shown, but will be discussed in the text.

The flow is typical of MRP-driven supply chain and manufacturing systems. Coordination

between some elements in the chain is quite minimal, and quite extensive between others

depending upon the complexity of the process, the likelihood of changes, and the need for status.

Lead-time between each element is a driving factor in the job-planning phase.

A few observations can be made about the diagram before discussing each element. The first

observation is that nearly all the activity is internal to AES. The AES SMT supply chain is

highly vertical/integral. The second observation about Figure 10 is that many of the paths are bi-

directional. This makes sense for most of the information paths, but is unexpected for material

paths. The third observation is the existence of several "hubs". For instance, many of the supply

chain elements interact with Engineering Support organizations (Industrial Engineering,
Manufacturing Engineering, Quality Engineering, and Components Engineering). Purchasing

and Inventory Management appear also to be hubs of interaction. A fourth observation is that 18
of 20 paths that flow across the outsourcing boundary would need to be redirected externally or
somehow eliminated if kits are outsourced. Two of the 20 already connect to suppliers and 4

existing supplier interactions would be eliminated.

This diagram does not show timing (velocity), frequency of use, or the accumulation of

inventory. These are important parameters however, and will be discussed in the following

sections.
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3.3 Description of Each Element in the Supply Chain

3.3.1 Component Specification

Purpose

Component specification requires the coordinated effort of several organizations within AES:

Materials, Design Engineering, Component Engineering, Manufacturing Engineering, and

Program Management. AES has developed a library of~12,000 standard components from

which engineers can select when making circuit design decisions. The use of standard

components saves AES considerable amounts of money for the following reasons:

1. Engineers don't need to research all available components in the market. They save time

by selecting a standard 10K Ohm resistor from the AES library.

2. The Materials organization can reduce the number of suppliers with which they need to

interface.

3. Components often need to be "Qualified" prior to use on a DoD contract. Qualification

can be an expensive and time-consuming process. Industry estimates for converting a

new component into a company standard is $9,40016

4. Conversely, standard components are often kept in stock and are available with short

lead-times.

5. Multiple programs using the same standard components increases the volume of use and

thus gives AES stronger bargaining power when purchasing components.

However, there are forces opposing the use of standard components. These include:

1. Diminishing Materials Sources (DMS). A manufacturer of a standard component can go

out of business, or decide to discontinue a product line for economic reasons. If this

occurs, a replacement must be found, and it is likely that no existing standard component

will suffice.

2. Performance. Military radar systems are among the most advanced electronic systems in

the world. A pilot's life may depend upon a few extra dBs of receiver sensitivity.

Sacrificing these few dBs for the sake of using a "standard" component is not an option.

16 Result of study by consultants Coopers & Lybrand.
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Therefore, where component performance is mission critical, designers will not hesitate

to specify non-standard components if existing standard components are not sufficient.

3. Miniaturization. Even mundane passive components such as resistors, are being

miniaturized to enable higher-density circuits. Designers will be strongly compelled to

use these newer, smaller components to achieve customer requirements. This is

especially true in airborne applications where size and weight are often critical metrics of

success.

These competing forces are addressed using IPTs. The goal is to minimize supplier and

component proliferation while meeting customer requirements. Designers and Programs

frequently develop a custom set of standard component unique to their specific program. These

"program standard components" give greater latitude to designers, but do not achieve the

economies gained by using the AES standards.

Flows

Flows comprise information only, primarily between the internal parties in the component

selection process, and the existing or potential component suppliers.

3.3.2 Job Planning and Release

Purpose

The purpose of job planning is to determine the quantity or lot-size of each job, the routing

through factory work-centers, and the timing for each activity from purchasing through delivery

of final product. This task is very complex due to the vast array of components, the spectrum of

lead-times for tasks, the complicated routings, and multiple levels of the product structure that

must be well integrated in space and time. AES currently uses a MRP system and is

transitioning to a SAP system. SD uses a modified period-of-supply method to determine the

batch size for each job order.

Flows

Not shown in Figure 10 is the interaction between the Job Planning process and the internal

customer. A high degree of coordination is required to meet the schedule of 120 internal

customers, and yet avoid exceeding capacity constraints.
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3.3.3 Purchasing

Purpose

The purchasing department executes the material purchases to meet the requirements determined

by the job planning and component selection processes. Specifically, they purchase from the

right companies to get the right components to the right location at the right time. Purchasing

also purchases services from value-added suppliers as required. Purchasing must interface with

the receiving system to close orders. Purchasing interfaces with suppliers to place orders, check

status of orders and request quotes for future orders.

Flows

The primary types of information flow are purchase orders and invoices.

3.3.4 Component Receiving

Purpose

Component Receiving personnel compare orders to invoices, note material as received to allow

supplier payments, record shortages, back-orders, etc. In some cases receiving includes a

physical test of the components to verify conformance to contractual requirements.

Flows

Information exchange occurs primarily with Purchasing, and Inventory Management.

3.3.5 Inventory Management

Purpose

Induct components into the inventory management system (IMS) from Receiving, track usage

and status of components; pull components as required by job orders. Any improperly packaged

material that cannot be corrected by internal processes (such as transferring loose components

onto reels, or special solder coatings) is sent to a value-added supplier.

Flows

Information flow in and out of the Inventory Management System (IMS) is equally important as

the material flows. Job Planning & Control, Purchasing and even Production Control rely upon
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accurate information in the IMS. A job order from the MRP system triggers a signal to kitting

operators to pull material from the inventory management system.

3.3.6 Value-Added Operations

Purpose

As-purchased components often require additional preparation prior to assembly. Value-added

activities include:

0 Cleaning substrates (printed wiring boards).

* Tinning and forming component leads.

0 Splitting reels of parts and/or applying leaders to reels.

0 Repackaging components, i.e. from loose packaging into tubes or trays.

o Programming PROMS, Gate-Arrays, and Resistor/Capacitor networks.

Flows

Value-added operations require frequent interaction with Engineering Support. Interaction with

Inventory Management and Kitting is for reasons already covered such as job control, and status.

Inventory accumulation can be significant in the value-added area when order backlogs are large.

3.3.7 Kitting

Purpose

The purpose of the kitting process as described in section 1.3, is to receive components from the

inventory management system and from the value-added operations to assemble kits of

components. Kit assembly involves physically counting the components for each line-item to

ensure the kit is complete, and packaging each line-item into a kit for eventual delivery to CCA

Assembly. Operators return excess materials to the inventory management system. Typically,

each kit corresponds to a single job order from the MRP system. Kitting then builds the kit

according to the MRP batch size and the BOM. Kitting also ensures that the packaging style for

each line-item conforms to assembly standards.
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Flows

Information flows into kitting from Inventory Management and Value-Added Operations in the

form ofjob orders, and kit templates. Job orders contain the BOM, the routing instructions and

the schedule information. Kit templates define the packaging requirements for each line-item of

the kit. Kitting frequently interacts with Engineering Support for assistance in last-minute

definition of kit templates. Kitting frequently interacts with Production Control regarding kit

status, and kit rework/repair issues.

In addition to the expected material flows through kitting toward the assembly line, material

frequently flows in the reverse direction, for several reasons. Production Control will return

excess materials, and material needing rework or repairs. Kitting will return some components

to Value-Added Operations if correctible defects are found. Kitting regularly returns material to

the inventory management system after the correct quantity of components are kitted and the

remainder need to be stored for later use.

Due to frequent changes in kit composition and late shipments of components, many kits get

started on schedule, but not finished on schedule. Partially completed kits sit on WIP racks

waiting sometimes for a single line-item to be completed. This leads to out-of-sequence work,

and large accumulations of WIP in the kitting area.

3.3.8 Production Control

Purpose

Production Control (PC) is both a department and a process. For the purposes of this discussion

it is a process. The purpose of the Production Control process as it relates to SMT kitting, is to

ensure the timely delivery of material and information between the Assembly process and the

kitting and inventory management process, based upon MRP demand schedules. This activity is

commonly referred to as expediting. The current expediting process exists for several reasons.

First, the high number of internal customers and the complexity of the BOM, demands some

form of workflow management and visibility. This is beyond the ability of the Assembly area to

accomplish and yet focus effectively on manufacturing CCAs, so a separate process was needed.

Second, due to differences in optimal batch sizing, some method was needed to manage an
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intermediate queue of partially completed CCAs between the autoline and manual assembly

areas.

Environment

Expediters typically are assigned to specific internal customers. The expediter will have the

most recent information about the demand for, and assembly status of, all kits for that customer.

Internal customers rely heavily upon information from expediters to make decisions about re-

ordering components, working overtime to meet schedules, and planning the timing of

downstream work such as integration of CCAs into next-higher assemblies. In addition,

expediters are responsible for the actual movement of material between the kitting and the

assembly areas.

Flows

Information flows through PC are high-traffic paths. PC works primarily with kitting and

assembly to deliver kits according to schedule, matching supply from kitting to demand from

assembly. They also communicate frequently with internal customers to provide status.

All material flows in and out of PC are high-traffic paths. The material flow through PC is not

unidirectional. As mentioned in the previous section, issues such as material quality, material

excess, kit re-sequencing and rework are sources of reverses material flow. PC manages this

flow using both formal systems (MRP) and informal systems (spreadsheets on servers) to track

the location and status of all material.

PC accumulates significant amounts of inventory in the form of kits ready for the production

line. In order to avoid production shutdowns, PC keeps an inventory buffer of kits ready for

consumption. Add to this the inventory in the intermediate buffer between the autoline and

manual line, and many days or weeks of inventory can be idle at any given time.

3.3.9 CCA Assembly

Purpose

The purpose of the assembly factory is to cost-effectively produce functional CCAs in a timely

manner. CCA assembly comprises the major portion of the labor-hours in the SD facility. The
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assembly area is essentially ajob-shop serving 120 different internal customers, and processing

over 60,000 assemblies of 450 styles annually.

Flows

The primary information flow from Assembly to Production Control is demand information, i.e.

kit sequencing priorities. In the other direction, Assembly provides frequent kit status

information. The final significant interaction is between Assembly and Engineering Support

Groups. These interactions are primarily for process and technology improvements and typically

do not impact kitting except as they change preferred packaging styles.

Referring to Figure 10, we can see that CCA Assembly receives material input from Production

Control. Most of this input material is in the form of kits. Production Control delivers

approximately % of the kits to the automated line ("autoline") first, and then to the manual line

for completion. Production Control delivers the remaining % directly to the manual line. This

path is also used to deliver emergent line-items or kits that are the result of engineering changes

or kit rework and repair. The return path for material is used for three primary reasons. First,

Assembly returns defective line-items that require rework or repair and cannot be fixed on the

spot. Second, when the "autoline" completes a batch of boards, Production Control accumulates

them in an intermediate queue and distributes them as needed in smaller batches to the manual

assembly area. Third, many kits contain line-item overages that must be returned to the

inventory management system. All three of these paths are frequently used.

Inventory in assembly takes three forms: the input queue, work in process (WIP), and the

intermediate queue. The input queue rarely accumulates more than two days of inventory. The

WIP is primarily a function of the batch sizes and the rework levels. The intermediate queue is a

form of WIP and can accumulate significant inventory due batch sizes that are based on a 3-

month period of supply. That is, a batch of boards assembled on the autoline could sit in an

intermediate queue for 3 months, gradually being consumed by the manual SMT assembly

operation.
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3.4 Summary of Boundary Flows

Table 5 summarizes the traffic level and mechanisms for all the cross-boundary flows identified

in Figure 10. Note that many of the flows are characterized by high traffic and informal

mechanisms. One question to consider when exploring outsourcing is how these boundary flows

will be impacted and how to manage them when they are redirected.

High Electronic interface to common in-house IMS system

Table 5. Summary of Boundary Flows
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1

2 High Electronic interface to common in-house IMS system

3 Low Paper driven

4 Low Paper driven

A High Overland shipping

B Low Overland shipping

5 Moderate Mostly informal, i.e. face-to-face, phone, email.

6 Moderate Mostly informal, i.e. face-to-face, phone, email.

7 Moderate Mostly informal, i.e. face-to-face, phone, email.

C Moderate Hand-carry, or emergent carrier such as FedEx or POV

D Moderate Hand-carry, or emergent carrier such as FedEx or POV

8 Moderate Mostly informal, i.e. face-to-face, phone, email.

9 High Mostly informal, i.e. face-to-face, phone, email.

10 High Mostly informal, i.e. face-to-face, phone, email.

11 High Mostly informal, i.e. face-to-face, phone, email.

12 High Mostly informal, i.e. face-to-face, phone, email.

13 High Electronic interface to common in-house IMS system,

Face-to-Face, phone, email.

14 High Electronic interface to common in-house IMS system,

Face-to-Face, phone, email.



3.5 Key Issues Impacting Supply Chain Integrality

The flow of information in the simplified diagram of Figure 10 is fairly complex. This section

will explore the drivers of the complexity, especially those factors that increase the traffic level,

necessitate the presence of reverse-flow of information and material, and impose delays.

3.5.1 Kit Defects: Types, Causes, Effects

A kit defect is any deviation from the planned contents, planned delivery date, or planned

delivery location. Table 6 lists the common types of defects, and summarizes their causes and

effects in terms of the interactions shown in Figure 10.

These "defects" do not necessarily represent defects caused by the kitting operation. In some

cases, the kitting operation is the discovery point for the defects latent in the supply chain of

components. The defects listed in Table 6 are common defects, or exceptions, that prevent kits

from being accurately completed on schedule. These items are also responsible for driving up

scrap, rework, and repair of kits and SMT assemblies. These items are also responsible for

increasing the cycle-time and the cost of kits and SMT assembly.

Some of the defects in Table 6 can cause a condition that SMT Assembly personnel call the "last

board syndrome." This occurs when an insufficient number of components are placed in the kit,

the attrition values are wrong, or the automated assembly machinery consumes more components

than planned. This causes a component shortage for the last few boards of a batch that are run on

the line. The effect is that the last one or more boards of the batch are missing some components

that must be hand-placed at a later time. This adds flow-time and expense to the assembly

process.

All of these defects increase the amount of integrality in the SMT process. Each defect must be

corrected quickly. This requires reverse flow of material, re-issuance of new material, urgent

communication between various support groups, rework, and other types of non-value-added

integralities.
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" ncorrect Part # on Incorrect vendor label, or internal re- Reverse material flow. Repair or rework on
label, or in package. induction label. batch of CCAs. Meetings, delays.

2 Incorrect lead forming Improperly specified at time of purchase, Rework or repurchase. Meetings, delays.
Geometry ambiguous specification, or run-time error.

T Wrong part Improperly specified at time of purchase. e-order, or use as-is to etriment o actory
configuration efficiency. Meetings, delays.

4 Wrong packaging Insufficiently specified at time of purchase. Re-order, rework (value-added supplier), or use
to detriment of factory efficiency.

6 Late component Longer lead-time than expected, supplier A single line-item prevents an entire kit from
performance, didn't order part soon enough, being completed. Forces out-of-sequence work.
had to re-order part due to other quality Meetings and delays.
problem.

7 Programmed wrong Internal process controls. Reorder and reprocess parts. Meetings and time
(PROMS, Gate Arrays) delays.

9 Held for reel in Single reel Meetings, delays, out-of-sequence work.
manufacturing.

7TF Shelf-life Expired17  Insufficient tracking system. Part ordered Re-order, retest, or rework. Meetings, costs,
too early. Part consumed too late. and delays.

F T Wrong number of parts Undercount error, overcount error, Production line inefficiency, "last-board-
inaccurate attrition data. syndrome", meetings, delays,

reverse flow of materials.
12 Board Measlingl 8  Moisture in board, poor storage conditions. Re-fabricate CCAs

_T3 Damaged leads of improper handling or packaging. Rework or reorder. Meetings, retraining,
components in tubes delays.

T4 Part misoriented in Manual operation errors. Rework or reorder. Meetings, retraining,
tubes delays.

15 Missing line-item(s) Kitting or Production Control processing Low impact if found and corrected during off-
error. line setup. Otherwise, meetings, delays, out of

sequence work.
T6 Parts misoriented in Kitting processing errors, or component Production inefficiency if found early,

tray supplier processing errors. rework/remake if found late. Meetings, delays.
17 Mixed parts in tube, Kitting processing errors, or component Production inefficiency if found early,

tray or reel supplier processing errors. rework/remake if found late. Meetings, delays.
1T Burrs and/or bridging Manual tin and form process, lack of in-line CCA board test failure,

on leads process controls rework/repair/replacement. Meetings, delays.
T9 Part label miss-oriented Only applies to programmed-parts. Part inserted in tube incorrectly, leading to

Processing error. effects of defect 16.
20 Incorrect lead finish Incorrect purchasing specification. Assembly/Test failure, or if caught early,

(gold, none, other) meetings and delays. Meetings, delays.
22 Dirty PCB Value-added processing failure. Board failures, rework/repair/rebuild.

Meetings, delays.
23 Improper underside Incorrect purchasing specification Late discovery leads to processing at value-

tinning added supplier, meetings, delays, additional cost
24 Reels with no leader Improper processing by supplier or in-house Longer setup time in assembly

Table 6. Defects: Causes and Effects

P Components in this class require freezer storage (adhesives), dry N2 storage (plastic encapsulated modules), or
ambient shelf-life limits to avoid package decay (cover-tape adhesives on tape and reels).
i Industry term for regions of board de-laminations that occur as unwanted moisture in a substrate explosively
evaporates during the nitrogen reflow soldering process.
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3.5.2 The Specification Process

Another issue impacting the integrality of the SMT supply chain is improperly or incompletely

specified component parameters. These parameters include: underside tinning, lead finish,
packaging format, solderability, component style, and forming geometry. Incomplete or

incorrect definition of any of these parameters can lead to kit defects. Currently, some, but not

all of these parameters are consistently specified in the product structure. Separate

documentation systems are utilized to specify some of these parameters. Thus, opportunities for

kit errors exist. For example, the SMT assembly process does not tolerate gold-plated leads on

components because during solder reflow the gold does not commingle well with the other

alloys. This results in a mechanically weak solder joint. However, gold leaded parts

occasionally get inadvertently purchased and subsequently discovered in the kitting process.

These parts must be sent to an outside contractor for refinishing, returned to the supplier, or

discarded and reordered with the proper finish. Because the part database does not allow the

designation of lead type, this error can be repeated the next time the part needs to be ordered.

Integrality increases as the Support Engineers, assembly line personnel, Inventory Managers,
Planners, Buyers and external suppliers urgently communicate with one another to solve these

problems.

3.5.3 Change Management

Another source of integrality in the SMT supply chain are the engineering change orders (ECOs)

that can occur frequently throughout the life of the design. Typically the changes occur more

frequently early in the life-cycle and less frequently later in the life-cycle. Changes occur for a

variety of reasons. However, these changes are often driven by the external customer or program

management (internal customer), and the impacts are frequently anticipated in advance.

Changing a component part number just prior to kit release can delay the delivery of the kit if the

new component is not in stock. ECOs can be minimized, but are often driven by reasons

external to the kitting process. Responding to ECOs can increase the level of integrality, but this

is a minor source compared to the specification process.
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3.5.4 Value-Added Quality

Another source of integrality is the quality of work done by the value-added operation. The

condition of components as presented to the assembly line is as important as putting the right

fluid in the right orifice of an automobile. Table 6 lists many of the errors that can occur in the

value-added process. Examples include: incorrectly programmed parts, leads formed

incorrectly, leads damaged by the packaging and handling process, components placed in trays

with random orientation, mislabeled components, and burrs or bridging on component leads.

Any of these defects can lead to rework, meetings, line shutdowns, and a variety of other

activities that increase integralities. Value-added quality issues are as significant a source of kit

defects as the specification process.

3.5.5 Supplier Performance to Schedule

Previous studies of SMT manufacturers have shown that the most significant contributor to long

lead-times is chronic material shortages 19. The on-time delivery of a kit is very sensitive to the

on-time delivery of components from suppliers. Because a kit contains dozens of different

component types, late delivery of a single component type can delay the completion of one or

more kits. This places great importance on the scheduling and purchasing tasks.

3.6 Competitiveness: Why Outsourcing Kitting is Necessary

AEC's competitors have begun outsourcing some kitting operations, with reportedly excellent

cost savings and production efficiencies as a result. Many in AEC view kitting as a low-tech part

of the business for which there are many capable suppliers, and that not outsourcing will weaken

AEC's competitiveness. These parties point to the fact that 10 years ago, AEC produced their

own circuit board substrates internally and successfully outsourced them. All AEC substrates are

now purchased rather than built internally. Value-added operations and kitting are the next

logical steps for outsourcing as AEC seeks to improve their competitive position and focus on

design wins, while rapidly transitioning products from prototype to production.

19For example: Clawson, Chad J., "Identifying and Reducing the Major Components of Lead-Time in an Electronics
Manufacturing Facility", LFM Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1993.
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3.7 Integrality: Why Outsourcing Kitting is Impossible

Others in AEC believe that the coordination and communication required to successfully kit the

high-mix of components with low production quantities in a high-change environment makes

outsourcing impractical, costly, and risky. These parties argue that the highly vertical

arrangement of the processes is essential to successfully deliver these kinds of products to

customers in a timely fashion. This position seems justified by examining the flow diagram of

Figure 10, and considering the effort required to quickly implement changes and correct defects.
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4.0 OUTSOURCING: A DECISION MODEL AND APPLICATION

Now that we have explored the current state of the system, we are ready to examine the

feasibility of outsourcing the activities enclosed within the dashed line of Figure 10. AEC chose

to investigate outsourcing these specific activities for several reasons. First, SD has information

that leads them to believe that their competitors are outsourcing these processes successfully.

Second, the kitting activities are quite labor intensive, and AEC believes that suppliers

unburdened by the cost structure of a defense electronics firm will be more cost competitive.

Third, AEC believes that precisely defining the deliverables (kits) is a straightforward task

achievable in the timeframe of this project.

The decision model used in this research draws extensively from two sources. The first is the

book Clockspeed0 by Charles H. Fine of MIT. The second source is a model developed at

General Motors Power Train Division in collaboration with MIT2 1 . The first distinguishing

feature of the model is the recommendation to evaluate separately the financial and strategic

contributions of outsourcing to the firm's value. This challenges the traditional approach that

examines financial contributions only. By also examining less tangible strategic factors, this

model seeks to avoid making decisions that ignore the long-term impact to the competitiveness

of the firm. The second distinguishing feature of the methodology is the speed at which it can

provide information. Fine, et. al., address the use of speed:

"This model not only provided key decision support for value chain strategy, but

also formed the foundation of a fast-response capability to emergent and

disruptive strategic challenges. 2 "

The model therefore enables a firm to completely map their product supply chain in support of

developing a more robust supply chain strategy with a reasonable amount of effort, and also

2 0 Fine, C.H., ClockSpeed: Winning Industry Control in the Age of Temporary Advantage, Perseus Books, New
York NY, 1998, ISBN 0-7382-0153-7.
21 Charles H. Fine, Roger Vardan, Robert Pethick and Jamal El-Hout, Rapid-Response Capability in Value-Chain
Design, MIT Sloan Management Review, Winter 2002, Volume 43, Number 2. MIT Sloan School of Business
Management.
22 From abstract of Rapid-Response Capability in Value-Chain Design
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enables a firm to then rapidly respond to changes in the competitive environment. This is

especially important for industries with faster clock speeds. Defense electronics systems often

have faster clock speeds than the systems into which they are integrated. For instance, a typical

military aircraft platform can have a life span exceeding 30 years. During this time, it is

common to upgrade the electronics systems five to seven times. While the manufacturer of the

incumbent system usually has an advantage in upgrading the system, entrants employing new

technology or manufacturing practices can often unseat the incumbent. The same is true for

aircraft carriers and submarines. Therefore, since defense electronics firms live in the fast clock

speed corner of the defense industry arena, employing this model is appropriate.

The primary questions that SD wishes to answer are:

e Can SD improve value to the customer along the dimensions of cost, quality, or delivery,

by using external sources to kit SMTjobs for assembly?

e Will changes to capital investment plans be required/justified to support outsourcing?

e How will the SD workforce be impacted by an outsourcing strategy?

e Does outsourcing present risk to SD's long-term competitiveness?

Conversely:

e Does NOT outsourcing present any risks to SD's long-term competitiveness?

Section 4.1 presents the model used on this project to determine the feasibility of outsourcing.

Section 4.2 applies the methodology to the specific question of outsourcing the kitting operations

at SD. Section 4.3 discusses unexpected opportunities and capabilities that were discovered in

the external supply chain that can positively impact downstream efficiencies. Section 4.4

explains the results of the economic and strategic investigations. Section 4.5 summarizes and

synthesizes the results of the outsourcing investigation.

Section 4.6 presents recommendations based upon the findings. Section 4.7 provides a brief

example of how material and information would flow through the newly proposed system.

4.1 A Decision Model For SMT Kit Outsourcing: Description

Figure 11 depicts the decision model used by the GMPT project. The model synthesizes two key

ingredients: 1) a qualitative analysis of the strategic value-added contribution of the work to the
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firm, and 2) a quantitative analysis of the economic value-added contribution of the work to the

firm. This model can be used to analyze sourcing decisions for entire products, sub-systems,

processes, or services. In the case of SMT kitting for SD, we are applying this model to a series

of value-added processes: receiving through kitting and production control. We will call these

collective processes "kitting" for simplicity.

Custoe Iorance
Technology Clockspeed

CompetitivePosition
Supplier Capability

Architecture

Competitiv ostrudture bj

Strategic
Value Added

-v

Economic
Value Added

Figure 11. Base Decision Model23

The output of the decision model is a set of recommendations in the following categories:

Sourcing: Recommendation to migrate the business of interest (kitting) toward the supplier base

(out-sourcing), or inward toward the firm (in-sourcing).

Investment: Recommend specific areas and activities of strategic importance where investment

would increase value and/or competitive strength in the future.

23 Figure adapted from Rapid-Response Capability in Value-Chain Design
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Architecture: Recommend potential areas where modularization of previously integral

component or processes interfaces that would make sense from an overall value chain

perspective. This is often done to support ease of outsourcing and development of a competitive

supply base. Conversely, recommend potential areas where increasing the integrality of

previously modular components or process interfaces would be advantageous.

Alliance Insights: Recommend areas or activities that would benefit from present or future

strategic alliances.

After considering the model in the context of defense electronics, surface mount technology, and

the kitting processes, it seemed appropriate to make minor modifications to the base decision

model. Figure 12 depicts the modified version of the decision-making model applied to SMT

kitting at SD.

Figure 12. Customized Decision Model24 .

24 Figure adapted from Rapid-Response Capability in Value-Chain Design
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The first difference is the addition of two categories in the qualitative/strategic model, Industry

Trends, and, Re-entry/exit Barriers. The second difference is the removal of several categories

in the quantitative/economic model. Kitting is an internal cost center, and does not impact the

generation of revenues. Therefore, measuring only the internal costs and the external

competitive costs (recurring and non-recurring) is required. The next two sections will describe

the strategic and economic models in more detail.

4.1.1 Strategic Evaluation: Description

For a closer examination of the model, we will look first at the qualitative model and examine

the description for each of its dimensions shown in Figure 12.

Customer Importance

This dimension asks the questions: how important is this product/process relative to customer

preferences? Is it likely that outsourcing will substantively change the value proposition from

the customer's perspective? For instance, if Apple Computer outsourced the development of its

next generation operating system Microsoft, would Apple customers care? The answer is likely

an emphatic YES, because most Apple customers purchase Apple computers precisely because

the Apple OS philosophies and implementation are superior, from their perspective. The scale

for this dimension is importance: low, medium, high. The higher the customer importance, the

more important and potentially risky the sourcing decision is.

Technology Clockspeed

This dimension asks how fast the underlying technological aspects of this supply chain element

are changing. This is an important question when assessing the quantity of current and future

knowledge that will be gained or lost by outsourcing. In many cases technology know-how

translates into competitive advantage. The faster a technology changes, the greater the

opportunities for learning and knowledge accumulation. A general rule of thumb is to

"outsource capacity, not knowledge25 ". An example might be a digital camera OEM like Kodak,

which considers outsourcing lenses. Compared to the technology clockspeed of the major

electronic components of the camera, such as the charge-coupled-device (CCD) array, the

25 Clockspeed, Chapter 9 discusses classes of dependency.
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technology of lenses is changing very slowly. High quality lenses are still fabricated using 70-

year-old methods. It is not likely that Kodak will loose knowledge that confers competitive

advantage by purchasing lenses rather than making their own. The scale for this dimension is

velocity: fast, medium, and slow. The faster the clockspeed, the less desirable it is to be fully

dependent upon external suppliers because they will accumulate knowledge/power faster and

thereby increase their bargaining power.

Competitive Position

This dimension asks how well our firm compares to its competitors in these supply chain

elements in the areas of cost, quality, technology, delivery, etc. For example, if Chrysler

considers outsourcing the manufacture of its auto dashboards, it would do well to ask how well

Ford and GM manufacture their dashboards. If Chrysler internally produces dashboards of

higher quality, lower cost, and more timely delivery than the dashboards produced internally by

Ford and GM, then Chrysler would do well to seek other opportunities for gaining competitive

advantage. The scale for this dimension is competitiveness: advantage, parity, and

disadvantage. The stronger the advantage, the more desirable to insource the supply chain

element.

Capable Suppliers

This dimension asks how many capable suppliers exist that can provide the supply chain element

in question. The importance of this dimension cannot be overstated. Divesting critical work to a

sole supplier can lead to a hold-up situation where the supplier wields greater pricing power, and

inflicts a loss of competitive advantage. If multiple suppliers exist that can provide the product

or service, competitive pressures between these suppliers will help provide continued price,
quality and delivery improvements. The scale for this dimension is quantity: none, few, and

many. The greater the number of capable suppliers, the safer the outsourcing decision becomes.

Architecture

This dimension asks how modular or integral the supply chain element is to the overall system or

process in which it is embedded. An example of a modular product would be a floppy disk

drive. The mechanical and electrical interfaces for internal floppy-disk drives are quite
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standardized. Therefore, the drives can be used in nearly any desktop computer. Processes can

also be modular or integral. This will be discussed more in later sections. The scale for

architecture is modularity/integrality. A highly modular product or process can be more easily

outsourced; integral products or process can be difficult and costly to outsource because of the

high degree of coordination required.

Re-entry/exit Barriers

This dimension asks about the barriers to the reversibility of the sourcing choice being examined.

If examining an element for possible outsourcing, this dimension examines the barriers for re-

integrating the element if the competitive environment changes. Barriers could take several

forms. One barrier is time delays incurred to retrain employees and repurchase or refurbish

capital equipment. Another barrier could be the cost of training employees and refurbishing

equipment. These same factors should be evaluated if examining an insourcing question. What

would be the barriers to re-outsourcing? The scale for the dimension of barriers is: low, medium,

high. Large reversal barriers would prescribe a very close examination of the probable success

of the sourcing decision. If the probability of success is low, and the cost to reverse is high, it

may be wise to stay the current course.

Industry Trends

This dimension asks if industry trends strengthen or weaken an outsourcing scenario. Known

and/or anticipated changes in the current technologies and/or industry structures can impact the

time frame over which an outsourcing decision is valid. Modifying the supply chain to capitalize

on vanishing opportunities is not a strategy for long-term competitiveness. Trends could include

the emergence of interface standards, or the entrance or exit of major players in the industry. The

scale for this dimension is the compatibility of trends with the sourcing decision: supporting,

neutral, or adverse. If strong trends exist that are adverse to an outsourcing decision, the

decision may not have long-term benefits and other options should be examined.

These seven dimensions of the strategic model can prescribe a logical course of action.

However, the decision must be supported by the more traditional decision-making criteria:

economics.
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4.1.2 Economic Evaluation: Description

Many methods exist for determining the economic attractiveness of projects in a firm. Projects

can range in scope from launching a new product to maintaining existing capital equipment. An

insourcing or outsourcing decision is a project that can be examined using these methods also.

Important economic factors that impact the decision include:

* Changes in Revenues

" Changes in Recurring Costs

" Changes in Non-Recurring Costs

" Changes in asset utilization

" Cost of Capital

* Timing of cash flows

* Taxes

These factors are used in various ways to calculate a Net Present Value (NPV), or a Return on

Investment (ROI), or an Economic Profit (EP).

For the purpose and context of this project, the NPV method is quite adequate. At SD, kitting

operations are performed by several cost centers and overhead centers. Kit sourcing has no

impact on revenues, except for the possibility that improved kitting will result in superior

performance on contracts and greater customer satisfaction, which will generate increased

business revenue. However, that is highly speculative and will be omitted from this evaluation.

Also omitted are changes in asset utilization and taxes. The assets are difficult to quantify and

will be dealt with qualitatively. The change in tax burden is so small that it can be ignored in

this analysis. Therefore, the primary factors in the economic analysis are: changes in recurring

and non-recurring costs, the cost of capital, and the timing of cash flows. Section 4.3 will

address these factors in more detail, and will address the challenges inherent in SD's cost

accounting system for making outsourcing decisions.
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4.2 A Decision Model for SMT Kit Outsourcing: Application

4.2.1 Strategic Evaluation: Application

This section will apply the seven strategic factors to the question of outsourcing

SMT kitting. To review, the elements of the supply chain being considered for outsourcing are

the tasks from receiving through production control as shown in Figure 10.

Customer Importance

This dimension asks the questions: how important is this product/process relative to customer

preferences? The process of assembling a kit of SMT components has no bearing on the

performance of a completed radar system. While each kit comprises many special electronic and

mechanical components that dramatically impact the performance of the completed system, the

process of assembling those components into a kit in no way impacts the performance of the

final system. Kit quality primarily impacts the downstream processes of assembly and test. Put

another way, it is unlikely that a DoD customer such as the Air Force, would prefer one radar

manufacturer to another because of insourced or outsourced SMT kits. The only possible link

between customer preference and kit sourcing would be its impact of cost and timely delivery on

the final system. Therefore, on the scale of customer importance, SMT kitting scores: Low.

This means that outsourcing kits is not of critical importance to customer preference.

Technology Clockspeed

SMT components are changing rapidly. New and upgraded passive and active electronic devices

become available at a stunning rate. However, the processes of receiving, inventory

management, tinning, forming, kitting and delivery are changing slowly. One could argue that

the automation technology for forming and tinning component leads is quite advanced, and it is.

However, it is not changing rapidly. Nearly all the processes and technologies used in the kitting

process are stable. Even as new packaging technologies become available, the process of kitting

components remains quite stable as compared to the contents of the kits. The scale for this

dimension is velocity, and SMT kitting scores: slow. This means that outsourcing kits poses

little risk of inadvertently outsourcing critical knowledge that could confer a future competitive

advantage to the supplier.
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Competitive Position

This dimension asks how well our firm compares to its competitors in these supply chain

elements in the areas of cost, quality, technology, delivery, etc. A brief industry survey of

similar SMT manufactures revealed that at best, SD is on parity with its peers who use kitting

processes similar to SD. At worst, SD is at a disadvantage compared to its peers that already use

external kit suppliers and claim to have excellent cost savings as a result. Some competitors

have invested capital in upgrading tin and form processes but the capital equipment is greatly

under-utilized because it is designed for high-volume production but is being used in a low-

volume environment. These firms gain the technology but loose the economies of scale usually

required to justify the capital outlay. The scale for this dimension is competitiveness, and for

kitting processes SD scores: parity/disadvantage. The weaker the advantage, the more desirable

it is to outsource the kitting.

Capable Suppliers

This dimension asks how many capable suppliers exist that can provide the kitting service. A

brief industry survey revealed 10 suppliers willing to quote the kitting work. After initial

screening, five of these were found quite capable. Later in the project, we became aware of even

more suppliers who kit. The suppliers were of two basic types. The first type is the traditional

component distributor that carries a full line of SMT products and is also expanding their

business to perform value-added work such as lead preparation and kitting. Suppliers of the

second type are value-added suppliers that historically specialize in either tape and reel

production or tin-and-form automation. These suppliers are expanding their business to include

all value-added operations, inventory management and kitting. Another development in that

industry is an increase in joint ventures between component distributors and value-added firms.

These JVs offer a turnkey solution: SD would only need to purchase kits, not components.

While outside the scope of this thesis, this is an interesting development that should be

considered for future supply chain redesigns. The scale for this dimension is quantity and the

number of SMT kit suppliers is: many. A larger the number of capable suppliers reduces the

hold-up risk of outsourcing and ensures that competitive pressures between suppliers will

encourage continuous improvements in price and quality.
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Architecture

How modular or integral is kitting to the overall CCA production supply chain? Fine26 suggests

four types of proximity that help define the degree of modularity in a supply chain.

The first is geographic proximity, which is measured by physical distance. At SD the kitting

operations (those inside the dashed line of Figure 10) are co-located. However, the need for

close proximity between Purchasing and CCA assembly is quite low. The need for close

proximity between kitting and Engineering Support is high, given that many latent problems,

such as those in Table 6, are discovered at the time of kitting. Engineering Support provides

emergent decision support in these cases to keep the production system operating. If these latent

problems could be reduced or eliminated, the need for close geographic proximity between

kitting and Engineering Support would be quite low.

The second category is organizational proximity. This refers to the construct of the management

or ownership system. At SD, the kitting process is almost entirely owned by one senior

manager, with the exception of Production Control, which has a separate manager reporting up

through a different Vice President. This VP also owns Engineering Support and CCA Assembly.

So there is close organizational proximity between the kitting process and the rest of the chain.

The third category is cultural proximity, which refers to shared business norms, language, and

experience. In this regard, the kitting operation is quite integral with the rest of the chain.

The fourth category is electronic proximity, which refers to shared electronic systems that each

element of the supply chain depends upon. In this regard, kitting is quite integral, especially as it

relates to the relationship between Purchasing and Receiving, and also the relationship between

Job Planning and Inventory control. These pairs of activities share a common data system. The

electronic linkage between Production Control and CCA assembly is less integral.

After examining each of these elements of modularity, it appears that the current state of kitting

has some modularity, but also significant integralities with the rest of the chain. However, there
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are opportunities to increase the modularity, and doing so would increase the attractiveness of

outsourcing. A highly modular product or process can be more easily outsourced. Integral

products or process can be difficult and costly to outsource.

Reversibility Barriers

This dimension asks about the barriers to the reversibility of the sourcing choice being examined.

Since we are examining the feasibility of outsourcing, this dimension asks about the feasibility of

insourcing kitting at a future date. This project revealed only very small barriers. The first

barrier is the re-learning of old skills, especially tinning and forming. Fortunately SD process

documentation has captured much of the knowledge in this area. The insourcing barriers would

then be the time required to become proficient once again. Capital barriers to reversibility are

low to non-existent as long as SD retains ownership of existing tin and form assets such as solder

pots and form tooling. Therefore, for SMT kitting the reversibility barriers are: Low. Low

reversal barriers indicate that this outsourcing decision is low risk and can be reversed with little

cost or time consequence.

Industry Trends

This dimension asks if industry trends support or weaken an outsourcing scenario. The

investigation revealed these important trends.

" An increased use of programmable gate arrays and programmable memories which all

require custom tinning and forming. This trend will increase the tin & form content of

kits.

* Increased use of Ball-Grid Arrays and Flip-chips. These active devices have contacts that

do not require tinning or forming. Therefore the growing tin-form content of kits due to

PROMs will likely diminish slowly over time due to this trend.

" Decreased use of underbody adhesives. To meet requirements for thermal transfer and

vibration tolerance, engineers specify adhesives under the body of IC's in addition to the

mechanical contact provided by soldering. This requires that standard components
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receive custom lead forming geometry to create a larger standoff between the bottom of

the leads and the bottom of the chip to allow space for the adhesive. This is very

expensive and adds lead-time to the process, so engineers are finding alternative means to

accomplish the objective. The consequence is a decrease in the forming content of kits.

* Increasing Product Modularization. The current level of CCA modularization extends

only to individual systems. AEC is expanding modularization across product lines now

so that standard modules can be used on many different contracts. This initiative is aided

by the increased use of field-programmable devices such as gate-arrays. Gate arrays are

achieving such high densities that in many cases they are able to replace custom

application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). The implication on kitting is that

programs will be able to aggregate demand, which will drive down the number of styles

and drive up the production quantities. This should increase the economies of scale and

make the kitting work even more attractive to suppliers.

* Increasing number of kitting suppliers. Even during the 6-month internship, suppliers

were entering the market. This is driven in part by the downward dynamics of the

telecom/computer industries that have left ECMs and distributors with excess capacity

and the need to modify their business models. Even though the production quantities are

smaller than telecom and computer industries, defense electronics is attractive to these

suppliers due to the predictable nature of the contracts.

* It is highly unlikely that the telecom and computer industry will return to growth levels

seen in the 1990s. Even when slow growth returns, ECMs and distributors will need to

find and exploit niche markets in order to outgrow competitors. This fits well into the

defense electronics needs and will possibly increase their power in the supply chain.

These trends all support a theoretical outsourcing strategy. The only possible exception is that

slightly lower tin-form content in the future will diminish the return on any capital assets

purchased in support of outsourcing kits (hard tooling). However, kitting will continue to be a
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transaction intensive and labor-intensive activity into the foreseeable future. Because of the

absence of adverse trends, an outsourcing decision should remain valid for quite some time.

4.2.2 Economic Evaluation: Application

The economic analysis consisted of three top-level activities: determine the internal cost of

kitting, determine the external cost of kitting and determine the transition costs. In order to

accurately compare the two scenarios, adjustments must be made to address any difference in

transaction costs between the two sourcing scenarios. The baseline BOM chosen as the test case

was one production lot of circuit boards for the APG-9927 radar system. The production order

for Lot B called for 13 complete radar systems, with spares. There were 26 SMT CCA styles in

each system, and each assigned a code in the WBS. 18 styles were to be assembled

automatically, and 8 to be assembled manually. The total SMT BOM for each radar system

contained over 1,200 line-items. The Lot B production plan called for 74 kit deliveries spread

over 18 months for a total delivery of 2,400 line-items. This bill of material was used as the

baseline for both the internal and external cost evaluation.

Internal Cost Assessment

A brief explanation of the SD cost accounting structure is required before explaining the internal

cost assessment. The SD cost accounting infrastructure is similar to that of other aerospace

companies. It is organized by budget centers, with overhead activity allocated in accordance

with disclosed practices, which are approved by local government representatives. Each job

processed by a budget center is associated with an element of a work breakdown structure

(WBS) for a product or subsystem. In this way, a project manager can identify how many hours

a specific budget center expended on a specific component of the complete system. Since the

radar systems are very modular products, a natural division enables each module of the radar

system to be a specific element in the WBS. Figure 13 shows an example of the cost data, in

labor hours. For each WBS element, say a CCA designated by the code "AMN", the project

manager can identify how many hours each budget center has spent on that specific item. In

addition, the project manager can see which employees, by name, comprised the hours in each
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budget center. To determine total cost, the manager can multiply the hours in each budget center

by the burdened rate for that budget center, and sum the cost of each budget center.

Work Breakdown Statements
Budget Center NAME AAA AMA AMM AMN CAA ... _...

A12 Employeel 15 46 18 1690
Employee2 9.4
Employee3

A12 Total 15 46 18 1699.4
A3 Employee4 4

Employee5
Employee6 1071
Employee7 0.5
Employee8
Employee9 0
EmployeelO 3.5
Employeel I
Employee12 60.5
Employeel 3 22

A3 Total 107 30 60.5
M6 Employee15

Employee16
Employee17 0.8
Employee18 4.5
Employee19 1.4
Employee20 0 1.5
Employee2l
Employee22
Employee23
Employee24
Employee25 0.2

M6 Total 1.6 5.3 1.5
W3 Employee26

Employee27 1
W3Total 1
X5 Employee28 I

Employee29 28
X5 Total 29
... Employee30
... __Employee3l

Grand Total (hrs) -------- --- -------- ----- -- -------
Grand Total ($) ---------------- ------ ---------- -----

Figure 13. Cost Evaluation Using Work Breakdown Structure.

We used three different approaches for determining the internal costs of the kitting operation.

The first approach, using historical data, tracked current costs of production Lot A of the APG-

99 radar program, using the data explained above, and extrapolated the actual kitting costs to the

planned quantities of Lot B. However, this approach had several drawbacks. First, not all WBS

elements were purely CCAs to be kitted for automatic assembly. Some of the WBS elements
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aggregated different types of modules and it became impossible to determine how many of the

hours belonged to kitting for automated assembly vs. kitting for manual assembly. These CCAs

were therefore removed from the analysis, which reduced the size of our sampling. A second

drawback of this method was that the kitting operation was undergoing a significant process

improvement. This meant that our cost data collected during Lot A would not be directly

applicable in the future during Lot B. To compensate for this, we interviewed managers and

observed the process improvement activities to generate an anticipated improvement factor

between Lot A and Lot B. A third difficulty with this approach was that the timeframe of the

project would not allow us to track Lot A actual costs to completion. Therefore we were

required to estimate a completion percentage and divide this into the cumulative hours spent to

extrapolate a completion cost. A final drawback of this method was the fact that much of the

receiving and inventory management activity is classified as overhead, and therefore actual hours

could not be matched to a specific WBS element. We corrected for this by generating an hourly

rate for overhead activities and then interviewed supervisors to determine the time per line-item

of these activities. These costs were then added to the kitting costs of each WBS element.

While we expended much energy compensating for the drawbacks of this costing approach, we

realized its potential weaknesses and therefore executed two additional costing methods hoping

all three would validate one another.

The second approach to internal costing, the internal quote, used SD's internal estimating group

to generate a kitting quote for Lot B using the same techniques used to generate quotes for

external customers. This effort required the integration of several types of data from several

functional disciplines inside SD and therefore required a team approach. The members of the

team created a theoretical future-state process flow to represent the kitting process flow that

would be in place at the time of Lot B production. From this process flow the team generated

routings for each CCA style on Lot B and applied standard hours to each task in the routing.

These hours were augmented with anticipated engineering support and production control hours.

After applying the burdened rates to these hours, a quote could be generated. The challenge of

this approach was capturing all the tasks, and determining the level of support hours required,

because little historical data existed for this.
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The third approach, using generic line-item costs, was to generate a cost metric for each generic

line-item kitted internally by SD. Choosing line-items as the level of aggregation was important

because the cost of producing each line-item is more uniform than the cost of producing each kit.

It allowed us to attach greater cost to kits containing more line-items, and lower costs to kits

containing fewer line-items. However, not all line-items are created equal, so we made a

distinction between the two major types of line-items: those for the autoline, and those for the

manual line. Both types require similar levels of tinning and forming, but they differ in the

average number of units for each line-item. More importantly, the autoline line-items require

significantly more labor related to packaging, which manual line-items do not require. The cost

of the average autoline line-item is higher than the cost of the average manual line-item.

Therefore, we needed to disaggregate the two types of line-items, and generate a $/line-item

metric for each type.

For this approach, we first accumulated the hours of all SD employees that work on kitting

related tasks, and applied the correct burden rate to generate a total annual cost of the internal

kitting business (excluding consumables), as shown in Figure 14.

I otai b4 4.U 3(1,Ub I

Figure 14. Tabulation of Internal Kitting Business Costs2 8

28 Numbers shown are altered to protect proprietary interests.
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The next piece of the calculation was the annual production of line-items. Using the recent

history of internal line-item releases from the internal kitting operations, shown in Figure 15, we

could calculate an average annual quantity of line-items released for each type of line-item.

SMT Kitting Line-Item Releases
(All Programs)

12000
k anual

10000-

8000-

6000-
E
-r
0 4000-

2000-

0
Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mlar Apri May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Aver
'00 '00 '00 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 age

*YManual 5338 4537 2014 3311 4321 3710 3609 3241 1217 4081 4490 2996 3102 1453 3387
* Autoline 5292 4035 2052 5007 3665 3513 2958 3287 4084 4197 3693 3205 4156 3353 3750

Month

Figure 15. Line Item Release History

The monthly release quantities fluctuate according to demand, workforce fluctuations, and the

positive and negative impact of process improvement efforts. However, the trend line (not

shown) is essentially flat and thus extrapolates into the future fairly well.

The next challenge is to accurately distribute the costs found in Figure 14 to the manual and

autoline line-items. We have two unknowns ($/LI for each type), and only one equation. So

another equation is needed. The second equation comes from the internal Lot B costing data.

For a smaller number of line-items, I have a projected total cost. This gives me two equations,

two unknowns, and a solution.

To calculate the proportion of the costs related to autoline kits vs. manual kits, I used the method

of simultaneous equations, using as input the total cost of all kitting, the total cost of Lot A kits,
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and the number of autoline and manual line-items for each of those situations. I compared this

ratio to the ratio from supplier quotes for validation. Armed with the ratio, I could calculate the

annual cost of kitting each type of line-item. Those figures are represented in the Annual Cost

column of Figure 16.

By dividing total annual line-items into total cost, we arrived at a current cost per line-item.

Applying the expected process improvement factor, we arrived at a projected cost/line-item. By

knowing the number of line-items in each kit, we could easily calculate a projected cost per kit

and a total cost for all of Lot B.

Annual Cost # of Line items Current Ul Cost Future L/t Cost
Autoline line-items $ 278,515 45,130 6.17 5.25
Manual line-items $ 92,839 46,343 2.00 1.70
Total $ 371,354 91,473

Figure 16. Calculation of Expected Cost/Line-item 29

External Cost Assessment

To obtain external costs, we used the traditional process of sending request for quotes (RFQ) to

suppliers. But we modified this process to accomplish two other goals: rapidly assess

competencies in the supplier base, and narrow the field of suppliers that are most competent in

areas relevant to SD. To accomplish this, we proceeded in two rounds.

In Round 1, we provided 10 potential kitting suppliers with an abbreviated BOM. The phase 1

BOM contained the kit description for only a single Lot B CCA. This comprised approximately

60 line-items. However, we complicated the RFQ by asking the suppliers to quote by line-item,

and for each line-item to provide a cost for each of several packaging options. The packaging

choices we specified were: tubes, trays, full-sized reels, right-sized reels, and none. We also

specified which line-items required value-added processes such as programming, labeling, or

tinning & forming. While the BOM was abbreviated, it was more complex than normal. This

was intended to allow us to determine the cost of kitting components with preferred packaging,

29 Numbers and implied ratios are disguised to protect AEC proprietary interests.
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and to determine which suppliers would be asked to quote the entire BOM in Round 2. Six

suppliers responded and the feedback cycle took approximately 6 weeks.

In Round 2, we narrowed the field to three suppliers, and released an RFQ for the entire Lot B

BOM. However this time, we chose the packaging options that had proven to be the best

economic fit with the internal assembly processes. The RFQ contained the complete Lot B kit

delivery schedule, tin & form requirements and packaging specifications. One of the suppliers

reluctantly dropped out due to an emergent problem with a joint venture. Feedback from the

other two suppliers took about 6 weeks.

In generating the RFQ, we expended a great deal of energy clearly specifying the packaging and

value-added requirements for each line-item. Our goal was to reveal as much of the kit

complexity as possible to the suppliers so that they could provide realistic quotes for Lot B. One

example of the complexity is that the kits required the use of 26 different lead forming tools.

The size of the production run varied for each die type. We had to map the relationship between

the dies and the individual line items to ensure the suppliers could properly calculate setup and

runtime costs. We allowed suppliers the option of using existing SD dies or presenting other

options.

4.3 Opportunities Revealed in the Supply Chain

During the RFQ process, we made visits to some suppliers and held extensive talks with others,
to discuss their processes and capabilities. This section describes the important competencies

that we discovered in the supplier base. Table 7 summarizes the important competencies.

Domain Experience

Domain experience refers to historical knowledge of, and compatible practices with, the defense

and aerospace SMT kitting industry. Factors that demonstrate domain knowledge include:

previous and current defense customers, conformance to International Standard Organization

(ISO) quality standards, electro-static discharge (ESD) certification, and inventory management

systems compatible with DoD requirements. This discovery helped assure SD that suppliers had

experience with the key issues related to the SD DoD customers.
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Domain Experience (ISO, ESD, Defense,
Etc.)

Form-Tin Automation

In-line AOI

Lead Repair/Refurbishment Expertise

Short Cycle-Time

Preferred Packaging

Right-sized line-items

100% Quality Guarantee

Fixed Price

Component Sourcing

IC Programming

Table 7. Important Competencies Discovered in the Supplier Base.

Form-Tin Automation

Form-tin automation is a very important supplier capability that will provide down-stream

benefits to SD. The SD process for preparing leads is manual, with the order of operations being

tinning first, and forming second. This order is necessary because manual solder dipping on pre-

formed leads causes a problem known as "bridging". Bridging occurs when molten solder spans

between the closely-spaced leads before solidifying. This problem is especially troublesome in

more advanced fine-pitch components with less than 0.010 inches between leads. Bridging

obviously causes functionality failures and cannot be tolerated. But the leads are so fragile, that

the manual bridge removal is not an acceptable option. The only way to eliminate bridging when
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manually dipping is to perform the dipping prior to lead forming. However, tinning before

forming presents challenges also. The forming operation actually performs two functions:

forming the leads and trimming off excess length. This poses several problems. First, manually

pre-tinned leads have more variation in thickness from lead to lead and along each lead, than do

un-tinned leads. Thickness variation among the tinned leads produces variation in the forming-

die-pressure and results in variation of the bend angles. Second, because the tin is much softer

than the forming dies or the base metal of the leads, it is prone to peel from the leads and

accumulate on the die surfaces during the forming operation. This leads to further variation in

the bend angles and non-uniform coating of solder on the leads. This is minimized by frequently

and carefully cleaning die surfaces as leads are formed; a time consuming process. Third, the

trim operation cuts the leads to their final length and in doing so exposes the base metal at the

end of the lead and occasionally leaves slivers of solder dangling from the end of the leads.

These slivers have been known to stay attached to the lead through assembly and be a source of

electrical shorts.

Suppliers use an automated process for lead preparation that reverses the order of operations. In

the automated process, the leads are first formed and trimmed, then inspected and finally

robotically dipped into the solder bath. The tight process controls of the automated process

eliminate all the problems of the manual process. There is no bridging, imperceptible angle

variation, no peeling, and no exposed base metal. The benefits of this automation are significant,
and nearly all large-volume OEMs use this process. The drawback of this process is the

programming and setup time for each run of components.

In-line AO

Automatic Optical Inspection (AOI) is a term for an optical imaging system commonly used for

quality assurance on an SMT autoline. AOI systems can be used to verify the proper component

geometry prior to placement, and can be used to verify the correct placement of components on a

board after placement. It is common to use AOI in both of these phases of the assembly process,
especially just prior to the reflow process. Finding defects before reflow is important, because it

is much less costly to replace a component prior to soldering than after. Value-added suppliers

that use automated form-tin machinery also use 100% AOI after the tinning process to ensure
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that the lead geometry conforms to requirements with minimum variation. Manual tin-form

processes do not provide this. This competency adds down-stream value by virtually eliminating

production disruptions due to lead-geometry defects.

Lead Repair/Refurbishment Expertise

Many mil-spec components are extremely expensive or out of production. Therefore, it is often

financially more attractive and expedient to repair and/or reuse surplus components, than to

purchase new components. This practice can save many dollars and large amounts of lead-time

for defense OEMs. The supply base has expertise in this area, which could be an important

resource for SD.

Short Cycle-Time

In examining the supply base, and interviewing other customers of these suppliers, it became

evident that the supply base can provide a cycle-time advantage for value-added and kitting

work, compared to internal processes. Typical cycle-times are less than % of internal cycle-

times. This could provide an advantage to SD in two ways. First, the short cycle time provides a

much smaller window of opportunity for change-orders to impact the kit definition. Low change

rates will translate into lower costs. Second, the shorter cycle-time may allow SD to shorten

their overall cycle-time.

Preferred Packaging

Suppliers are quite capable of packaging components in nearly any desirable format. The prices

quoted by suppliers for Lot B included SD's preferred packaging choice for each line-item.

There are two packaging preferences that are not currently provided by the SD internal kitting

operation. First, all formed components should be placed in tape and reel. If formed

components are too large for tape, then they should be placed in industry standard trays.

Internally, SD packages formed components primarily in tubes, and some in custom designed

trays. Second, many components that are purchased in small quantities are purchased in trays or

tubes. These components should be placed in tape and reel, or if too large, in industry standard

trays.
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Right-sized line-items

Many components, especially inexpensive passive components are typically bulk-purchased on

tape and reel in large quantities because of their wide use across many programs. However, the

actual consumption of these components occurs in small increments. For instance, a kit may

need 80 resistors that are purchased as a continuous reel of 4,000. Rather than issue and return

that reel many times over its lifetime, it is desirable to kit only the number of components that

are required. The goal is to eliminate the reverse-flow of material, and to improve the accuracy

of the inventory management system by issuing only components that are needed for a kit.

Redundant orders of material can occur if an entire reel is pulled from inventory to use only a

portion of it. While the reel is being partially used on the assembly line, the inventory

management system has no visibility of it and purchasing agents could inadvertently order un-

needed material. SD has purchased hand-tools to split large reels and is beginning to implement

this practice. However, suppliers also have this capability as well as transfer-to-tape capability

that allows them to tape only the required number of components either from a large tape, or

from other formats such a tubes, trays, or bulk.

100% Quality Guarantee

Some suppliers provide a 100% quality guarantee, which stipulates that they will always deliver

a kit that matches the kit definition 100%. These suppliers have an excellent record of accuracy

with their customers. Any defective kits are corrected at the supplier's expense. This relates to

the next competency: fixed price.

Fixed Price

A significant difference between the internal and external kitting quotes is the likelihood of cost

overruns and the possible magnitude of those overruns. Internal quotes are estimates only and

program managers have limited control over these cost overruns. External quotes are fixed-

priced. Some suppliers charge for last-minute changes to the kit definition, others do not.

Component Sourcing

Many of the potential suppliers are also component distributors with the ability to do "turn-key"

kitting. Rather than receiving components purchased by SD, these suppliers would perform the
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purchasing as well. This may be a significant service to SD because inventory-holding costs are

a significant portion of SD internal costs. While the scope of this project did not include the

purchasing process, this should be investigated in the future.

IC Programming

Some suppliers have extensive mass-production IC programming and testing capabilities. SD

currently does this in-house due to the low-volume and extensive testing performed on many of

the programmed components. This is an opportunity however for transfer of simpler high-

volume programming to an automated supplier. This project did not investigate outsourcing the

IC programming process.

In summary, potential SMT kitting suppliers posses extensive competencies that meet SD needs.

These competencies are well developed, and offer opportunities for direct and down-stream

savings. We investigated these down-stream impacts, and are confident that they comprise a

significant portion of the total savings to be realized by outsourcing kits.

4.4 Results

This section will provide a review of the important results of the strategic and economic

evaluations. Both the strategic and economic analyses reveal a strong prescription for

outsourcing the kitting function: costs could be reduced dramatically, and future

competitiveness enhanced.

4.4.1 Results of the Strategic Analysis

The summary of strategic considerations is shown in Table 8. The summary indicates that all

factors are favorable towards outsourcing except for the architectural process integralities.

Because these down-stream impacts are so significant, I briefly examined the implications of

outsourcing SMT assembly using the new strategic model. Table 9 summarizes the results. A

natural separation emerged while considering the feasibility of outsourcing SMT assembly. The

life-cycle stages of CCAs have a dramatic impact on the strategic feasibility of outsourcing.
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Technology Clock Speed Slow Safe to outsource

Competitive Position Parity/Disadvantage Improve or outsource

Capable Suppliers Many Save to outsource

Architecture Integral & Modular Difficult to outsource

Reversibility Barriers Low Low risk to outsource

Industry Trends Supportive Potentially a long term strategy

Recommendation Safe to Outsource, but... ... Fix Integralities First.

Table 8. Strategic Analysis for Kitting

New CCA designs are characterized by quick turn-around, the use of advanced/cutting edge

components, newer assembly techniques such as ball-grid arrays and flip-chips, the need for

tighter communication links between engineering and manufacturing, and low production rates.

Customer Importance tingn Low

Technology Clock Speed Fast Slow

Competitive Position Advantage Disadvantage

Capable Suppliers Few Many

Architecture Integral Modularizable

Reversibility Barriers High Low

Industry Trends Not Supportive Supportive

Recommendation Insource Outsource

Table 9. Strategic Framework Applied to CCA Assembly
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All of these factors favor the use of a highly integrated internal supply chain. Mature CCAs are

characterized by more stable designs, less interaction between engineering and manufacturing,

cost-reduction pressures, and higher production rates. The result is a situation that favors

insourcing emerging CCAs, and outsourcing more mature products. The emerging CCAs

contain all the learning opportunities. The learning about process development and design that

occurs during a new product is knowledge that is useful for future new business. This result

contradicts conventional logic inside SD, which proposes: "The best work to have is the work

that has all the kinks worked-out."

4.4.2 Results of the Economic Analysis30

Supplier quotes were less than the projected internal costs of kitting. To account for costs

associated with interaction with suppliers, the analysis assumed that all support personnel costs

would remain constant. Of the three methods used for internal costing, the actual costs and the

line-item method agreed within 5% of one another. The other method, internal quote, disagreed

with the others by over 30%. After close examination of the internal quote, a number of reasons

for the difference were discovered. The reasons, once understood, supported the validity of the

other two methods.

Figure 17 shows the internal and external kitting costs side-by-side. It is important to note that

the kit costs for the two external suppliers are as quoted. So this obscures an important fact: the

external suppliers prepare and package the kits using their aforementioned competencies (Table

7) and these competencies will confer excellent downstream savings to SD. It is also important

to note that the internal costs are projected costs. The projections are based upon current costs

and an improvement factor to estimate future costs.

30 For proprietary reasons, neither the dollar values nor the absolute percentage differences internal and external
prices can be presented in this discussion.
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Kit Costing Comparisons
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Figure 17. Internal and External Kit Cost Comparisons

4.4.3 Summary of Results

The results of the investigation reveal that outsourcing kitting provides a low-risk opportunity to
add value to the enterprise. Using three internal costing methods provided good confidence in
the internal cost estimates, even in the face of a continually improving internal kitting process.
Extensive and detailed work on the BOM and quotes from the suppliers, the number of suppliers,
and newly discovered supplier competencies, provide ample confidence in the cost saving to be
achieved by, and the strategic safety of, outsourcing SMT kitting.

Another interesting result of the investigation is the strategic opportunities for outsourcing the
assembly of maturing CCAs. While this investigation did not attempt to analyze the financial
benefits of doing so, parallel work inside SD has indicated that outsourcing assembly of higher-
volume CCAs could be financially attractive.
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However the results also point to a significant difficulty. The internal kitting process is very

integral with the remainder of the organization. This integrality could significantly increase the

cost of interacting with kitting suppliers and introduce delays in the kitting process.

4.5 Synthesis

The decision-model presented in Figure 12 next recommends a step called "synthesis". Figure

18 depicts one way to view the synthesis. For example, a product with high economic and

strategic value to the organization justifies investment. A product with low economic and

strategic value is a candidate for outsourcing.

In a situation where a product has low economic value but high strategic value, the enterprise has

incentive to discover ways to leverage the strategic value of the product and increase its

economic value. Finally, a product with low strategic value and high economic value should be

harvested for economic value while it exists. These perspectives can be applied to a process as

well as a product. In the case of outsourcing SMT kitting, this evaluation has shown that the

internal economic-value-added is low, and the strategic-value-added is low. This makes SMT

kitting a likely candidate for outsourcing.

Synthesis is also the process of combining the strategic and economic data and looking for

conflicts, opportunities, and logical conclusions. The primary conflict discovered is the

opportunity for cost savings from outsourcing vs. an internal kitting process that is laden with

integralities. The primary opportunities are the value-creation, and the opportunity to improve

internal downstream operational metrics with the competencies found in the supply base. The

logical conclusions form the basis of recommendations in four areas: sourcing, investment,

architecture, and alliances.
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Synthesizing Strategic & Economic Elements

Figure 18. Synthesizing the Strategic and Economic Elements3 1

4.6 Recommendation: A Modular Supply Chain Architecture

Before discussing the recommendations in the categories of sourcing, investment, architecture

and alliances, we present an overview of the recommendation. Figure 19 depicts the

recommended future-state supply chain architecture, with relation to kitting. It features two

paths: one internal, and one external. Each path is a supply chain with specific competencies.

The existence of two paths means that kits could flow along either supply chain.

The concept behind Figure 19 is called a modular supply chain architecture because SD can

choose to employ either supply chain for any product. Much like changing blades in a food

processor, or lenses on a camera body, SD can choose either the external or internal supply chain

for each program, whichever is most suitable for the task. The quantity of work flowing through

each supply chain is a strategic choice, but the path with large font arrows implies heavier use.

31 Figure adapted from R apid-Respon-e Capahility in Vallne-Chain De.ign
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Figure 19. Modular Supply Chain Architecture

Modularizing the kitting supply chain in this way means that the proximity of elements in the

external SMT supply chain will be distant compared to the internal supply chain along the four

dimensions: geographic proximity, organizational proximity, cultural proximity, and electronic

proximity. Of special interest is the need to actively manage the use of the modular supply chain

approach. Each path has specific competencies that must be appropriately used to ensure SD's

maximum financial and strategic advantage.

An alternative means of understanding the recommendation is to use the concept of the double-

helix. Fine and Whitney observe that industries cycle from vertical integration to horizontal

integration and then back again. The aerospace industry for instance, has long been vertically

integrated and only in the last decade has been undergoing some changes toward a more

horizontal structure. Figure 20 shows the double-helix and the forces that move companies and

industries from one side to the other. Traversing the double-helix could take years, decades, or

centuries. Companies on the left lobe are vertically integrated and often face pressures to

disintegrate. Companies on the right lobe are horizontally integrated and face pressures to

integrate. The recommendation of this thesis is to position the SMT organization at the center of

the double-helix (marked with an *). This requires that the SMT organization be structured to

enable horizontal integration, but able to leverage the benefits of either the internal or external
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supply chain, rather than being totally committed to one model or the other. Doing so will allow

SD to rapidly respond to external pressures, and reap the strategic benefit of speed. Rather than

taking years to adjust to a shift in the industry, SD could respond rapidly.

Integral Modular

Niche Product, Product,
Vertical Horizontal Technical

Competitors Industry Industry Advances

High- Supplier
Dimensional Market
Com lexi Power

Organizational Proprietary
Rigidities Pressure to Pressure to System

Disintegrate Integrate Profitability

Figure 20. Recommended Position on the Double-Helix3 2

The remainder of this section will focus on the four areas of recommendation: sourcing,

investment, architecture and alliances. In each case, the recommendation must support the

modular approach depicted in Figure 19.

4.6.1 Sourcing Recommendations

As shown in the previous chapter, all strategic and financial indicators favor outsourcing, with

the exception of integrality. Integrality will be discussed in section 4.6.3 on Architectural

Recommendations.

Quantity of Kits to Outsource

A question remains if some or all kitting should be outsourced. Figure 21 shows the distribution

of production quantities for board styles. The circled area shows the annual production

32 Adapted from page 49 of Clockspeed.
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quantities represented in the Lot B analysis, which was found to be economically attractive to

outsource. Assuming that kitting suppliers have economies of scale in their operation that are

greater than the economies of scale in SD3 , it is reasonable to state that any boards with annual

production quantities above those of Lot B could also be economically attractive to outsource.

Distribution of CCA Production Quantities
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Figure 21. Production Quantity Distribution

Using this reasoning, kits for over 55% of all board styles, and at least 96% of all boards

produced, could be economically kitted externally. In terms of the number of kits produced

annually, it is attractive to outsource over 85% of all SMT kits. However, since we collected

cost data for only one data point along the distribution, we cannot rule out the possibility that it is

also economical to outsource kits with even lower annual production quantities.

Guidelines for segregating work:

The modular architecture suggests that each supply chain has particular capabilities that may be

needed at different times in the CCA life-cycle. Early in the life cycle of a new CCA, the most

3 This is a logical assumption because potential suppliers use processes designed for high-volume production.
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important production characteristics are quick turn-around and end-item performance. The

internal supply chain has the following advantages that are important to achieve the goals of new

business acquisition:

" Close geographic proximity between multiple functions allows fast cycle time for

changes and modifications, as well as debugging advanced manufacturing processes.

" Easy to protect proprietary information.

" Manual processes amenable to very low production quantities.

As the product matures, the important production characteristics become larger production

quantities, uniform quality, order-to-delivery cycle time, and overall system cost. The external

supply chain has the following characteristics that are important to maturing products:

* Automated equipment for component preparation such as forming, tinning and device

programming.

* More uniform quality for all value-added processes.

* Economies of scale gained from automation and aggregating work with other customers.

* Lower cost structure than a defense electronics firm.

* Capable of providing all components packaged for automatic assembly, cost effectively.

Given the attributes of each supply chain, the following are recommendations for selecting which

supply chain to use for each program. Programs requiring CCAs with the following attributes

are candidates for kit outsourcing:

* High tin and form content

* High device programming content (excluding devices requiring extensive post-

programming tests)

* High autoline assembly content

* Larger production runs

* Low engineering change rate

* Stable production schedule

Programs requiring CCA with the following attributes are candidates for kit insourcing:

0 Extremely low volume or one-shot production
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* Low tin and form content

0 High manual assembly content

0 Highly proprietary components in BOM

4.6.2 Investment Recommendations

This investigation did not reveal any strategic areas for kitting-process investment. If the kitting

process had been found to be strategic and financially attractive, then further investment in the

processes may have been justified. However, some investment in the successful transition to

outsourcing SMT kits is justified. The level of investment must be compatible with the

economic benefits to be gained from outsourcing. This investigation found several areas for

investment that support a successful transition to outsourcing SMT kitting.

* Communication Systems

Formal systems for communicating information between SD and kitting suppliers must

be established. Several options already exist within SD, but a system must be agreed

upon between SD and its kitting supplier. This may require the investment of time, but

not a significant economic investment.

* Tooling

The dies used for manual lead forming are not compatible with the automated lead

forming processes used by suppliers. SD should invest in these dies only when the

supplier's standard die-sets are not sufficient. SD should also retain the ownership of

these dies to reduce the cost and time delays of backward integration if ever required.

* Reclaiming Kitting Floor Space

Outsourcing some or all of the internal kitting operation will free floor space and capacity

in the automated inventory management system. Floor space could be utilized for other

expanding activities. The automated inventory management system could be partially

dismantled and sold to free floor space, or used to accommodate increasing capacity

demand for non-SMT commodities. Both of these activities could require some

investments, but will also return benefits.
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" Re-Deploying Employees.

Kitting activities will obviously be greatly scaled-back or even eliminated over time. The

employees currently doing this work will need to be redeployed to contribute to other

value-added activities in SD. Combined with natural attrition rates and business growth,

redeployment with minimal investment seems feasible. The cost of redeployment is

increased training, but this will be offset by reduced hiring needs.

* Training Suppliers

Suppliers will need to become fully aware of the language, policies and manufacturing

process limitations to effectively produce kits for SD. This will require some training

time, but is not atypical of the customer-supplier relationships with other existing SD

suppliers. In many cases, the supplier commits to accomplish this by collocating an

employee within SD for a period of time.

These five areas of investment are required to support the transition to outsourcing SMT kits.

The level of investment must not exceed the expected financial benefits of outsourcing. It is not

in the scope of this thesis to address the detailed plans for each of these investments. However,

estimates of these costs were used in the financial analysis and did not negate the financial

benefit of outsourcing.

4.6.3 Architecture Recommendations

The SD product architecture is already modular as previously discussed. This positions the

product well for outsourcing, but does not guarantee its success. For instance, outsourcing the

bore-polishing step of engine block manufacturing on an engine transfer-line would obviously be

impractical and financially devastating. The cylinder bore is integral to the engine block, and the

polishing step is integral to the transfer-line process. Outsourcing products that are very integral

is a difficult task and often fails. While CCAs are modular to the next-higher assembly, the

process for kitting SMT boards has much integrality, as has been shown. The supply chain must

be modularized to increase the probability of outsourcing success. This means that sources of

integrality must be reduced or eliminated. The good news is that this is possible. This section
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recommends steps to increase process modularization to achieve a supply chain architecture that

is compatible with the product architecture. Processes integrality is measured along two

dimensions: time and space. Any modification to the process that allows process steps to be

more distantly separated in time and/or space will help modularize the process flow. Additional

good news is that most of the following architectural recommendations benefit both the internal

and external kitting supply chain.

Move Kit Definition Upstream

Currently the kit definition (including packaging requirements) is completed just prior to the kit

release. In many cases a few packaging requirements are not specified until immediately prior to

kit release. This occurs because the actual state of the purchased components drives the

packaging decisions. The reverse must occur. The entire kit definition must be completed prior

to component purchasing. This will ensure that components are purchased in compliance to all

engineering, manufacturing, and supply-chain requirements. Engineering requirements specify

what components and how many to purchase. Manufacturing requirements specify additional

constraints on component features (such as caps placed on connectors to facilitate vacuum

handling), attrition quantities, and packaging style. Supply chain requirements include the

timing of delivery, and both the source and destination of the components. All of these

requirements must be met by purchasing.

Moving kit definition upstream reduces and potentially eliminates several flows, and thus

increases modularity. First the communication between Engineering Support groups and the

Kitting operation will be eliminated. This is highly advantageous because of the increased

geographic proximity between SD and the kitting operation. Second, the communication

between Engineering Support and Value-Added Operations would diminish greatly. Since most

tinning and forming would be done externally, the need for extensive internal support would

diminish. In addition, the external suppliers have their own Engineering Support structure and

would be virtually independent of value-added Engineering Support supplied from SD. A third

source of integrality that would be eliminated is the communication and material movement

between the Inventory Management operation and an outside vendor that makes last-minute

corrections to packaging. This integrality is compounded by the need to communicate these last-
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minute orders to Job Planning, Purchasing and Quality Assurance. Eliminating this integrality

would eliminate all such transactions. Six of the 24 major kit defects listed in Table 6 could be

eliminated by moving kit definition upstream.

Accelerate Defect Reduction

Defects discovered late in the SMT kitting process cause extensive amounts of communication

and reverse material flow. Every category of kit defect must be reduced. A significant number

of kit defects can be eliminated by moving the kit definition process upstream as previously

mentioned. The remaining defects are process related and can be corrected with appropriate

process controls. Kitting suppliers specializing in these value-added and kitting tasks use

excellent process controls to eliminate these defects. Simply by outsourcing kitting to an

experienced and well-equipped supplier, many of these defects will disappear, as well as the

integralities they cause.

Enhance Attrition Studies

A key element of specifying the right number of components in each kit is the ability to predict

the excess number of components consumed by the assembly process. This is commonly

referred to as attrition. If the kit definition specifies too few components, not all boards will be

completely assembled. If the kit definition specifies too many components, then the residual

material must be scrapped, or packaged and returned to inventory for later use. Neither option is

attractive, so accurate attrition values are very important. Using SPC techniques for each

component would be prohibitively expensive. However, gathering such data on classes of

components should be feasible because the assembly machines are equipped with component

counters. Gathering this data would have a secondary benefit of identifying the classes of

components needing the most process improvement effort in assembly.

If overages could be eliminated, the need to return components from assembly to inventory

would cease. This would eliminate a major source of bi-directional material flow. However, if

small overages still exist, then a process for determining the disposition of excess components is

needed to reduce the reverse-flow of components and also reduce the need for close geographic

proximity. A simple approach would be to add a field to the kit definition labeled "return if
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more than X spares". The economic cut-off value could easily be determined in advance.

Assembly operators would then be equipped with the information required to disposition excess

material in a way that minimizes overall costs.

If shortages could be eliminated, several problems would disappear. When a component

shortage occurs on the autoline, the missing component must be found quickly, or omitted from

the automatic assembly process. The missing components are then installed manually at a later

time. This activity comprises much of the reverse flow of information between assembly,

production control and kitting. Worse yet, shortages sometimes cannot be fulfilled from

inventory and a new order must be placed. This situation involves many communication and

material flow channels and adds tremendous cost and flow time to the manufacturing process.

A kitting process that can place high-confidence attrition values into the kit definition will

greatly reduce down-stream costs and flow time. This is another aspect of the kit definition that

must be moved upstream to the purchasing step.

Rule-Based Kit Release

The release of completed kits to the SMT assembly queue must be based upon widely

understood and agreed-upon production rules. Some proposed rules include: 1) Establish kit

release sequence (not dates) at a high level, aggregating all impending kit deliveries, 2) never

deviate from the sequence, 3) Deliver kits only when assembly input queue inventory levels fall

to a trigger level (kanban method). Both the internal and external kit supply chain can follow

these rules. The need for special handling and shop floor re-sequencing disappears. Kits should

be delivered directly from the kitting operation to the assembly input queue using a pull-

production method. An advantage of this method is that the focus on maintaining the sequence

ensures kits receive the highest level of attention to ensure completeness prior to release in order

to avoid blocking the release of the following kits. This practice can greatly reduce the kit cycle-

time.
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Organizational Architecture

Organizational redesigns occur too frequently. However, SD's internal organization architecture

must be compatible with the new supply chain architecture. The ideal situation would be an

SMT product-oriented organization with a single manager responsible for all phases of SMT

operations from purchasing through test. This manager would also be responsible for

outsourcing, and managing the level of internal vs. external work as shown in Figure 19. Such a

management structure would create an environment that sought to minimize all wasteful

integralities and provide incentives for optimizing the entire SMT production process, not just

individual steps of the process. Short of such a redesign, a SMT product team comprised of all

functional managers responsible for an element of the SMT process would be a useful

innovation.

4.6.4 Options for Supplier Relationships (Alliances)

This final realm of recommendations pertains to the nature of relationships between SD and

current or potential suppliers. The primary question considered here is the nature of the

relationship between SD and its external kitting supplier or suppliers. Two primary options

exist: multi-source or sole-source.

The primary advantage of multi-source supplier relationship arrangement is the increased

competitiveness between the firms in the supply base. The customer, in this case SD, has greater

power in the supply chain and can place downward price pressure on its multiple kitting

suppliers. Suppliers can also compete along other dimensions such as quality and unique

processing capabilities that confer some advantage to SD. There are several disadvantages of the

multi-supplier arrangement. First, the transaction costs of managing multiple supplier

relationship can become high. Second, pursuing co-developmental arrangements between SD

and a particular supplier that is advantageous can result in charges of bias from the remaining

suppliers. Thus SD may be constrained from co-development of new processes with one

supplier. Third, normal stocks of inventory will be distributed among multiple kitting suppliers

resulting in redundant inventory, unnecessarily fragmented inventory, and associated difficulties

in managing inventory levels. A special case of the multi-source arrangement is to dual-source.
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This sets up a duopoly that preserves the competitive advantages and minimizes the inventory

and transaction costs.

The primary advantage of single-source supplier relationships is the development of a shared-

interest in which supplier and customer mutually depend upon satisfying the needs of the end-

customer. This arrangement is excellent for situations where a high degree of process-

communication is required, where disaggregating inventory is expensive, where economies of

scale will provide economic advantages, and where co-development of process and products is

advantageous. The primary drawback of the sole-source arrangement is the loss of

competitiveness between multiple suppliers.

In the situation of kitting, multiple suppliers exist which can effectively provide the service, so

SD has the luxury of choosing between these two supplier relationship alternatives. The

arguments for and against these arrangements strongly support the sole-source arrangement for

SD's kit outsourcing activity. Based upon the importance of continued process development and

the need for SD to develop a competency for 3-DCE which includes supply-chain partners, the

expense of managing inventory at multiple sites, and the economies of scale to be gained by

placing more work with a single supplier, the sole-source approach makes good sense. This

assumes however that a high-trust relationship with a supplier can be developed and sustained.

4.7 Using the Proposed Supply Chain Architecture: An Example

So, exactly how would a kit flow through the external supply chain? Where and when would the

material and information flow? Following is an example of how a kit would flow through the

proposed supply chain architecture.

Step One: Job Planning

The first critical step is the job planning. The critical inputs to planning are the customer

contractual requirements for quantity and delivery dates, routings for processing steps and the

associated lead times for these steps, and the product structure from Engineering. During job

planning the essential MRP decisions are made such as lot sizes, dates to order material, and

dates to release job orders. It is from this data that purchasing occurs. However, one additional
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and important element must be added to the planning: kit definition. As mentioned previously it

is not sufficient to specify a SMT component in the kit definition. The kit definition must

contain all requirements pertaining to the packaging and manufacturability of the component.

Important factors include:

" Preferred packaging format

" Solderability verification

" Known environmental requirements (freezer storage, N2 storage, shelf-life expiration)

" Defining the source and destination of the components.

These parameters must be agreed upon by the stakeholder and defined in advance of any

purchasing. Job planners must communicate the component delivery dates and the kit delivery

dates to the kit supplier at this time.

Step Two: Drop Ship

The next step is purchasing. In this step, the purchasing agent would specify that the

components be delivered directly to the kitting supplier. This is known as drop-shipping. The

kitting supplier assumes responsibility for receiving, quality and quantity verification and

inventory management of the components.

Step Three: Deliver Kit Per MRP Schedule

SD provides the kitting supplier with an advance schedule for kit delivery. The kitting supplier

delivers kits according to this schedule.

Step Four: Re-induct as Required

At the time of assembly, any overages (unconsumed components) deemed sufficiently valuable

are collected and returned to the kitting supplier, along with reusable portions of the kit

container, for re-induction and inventory management.

Emergent Needs:

If shortages or component damage occurs on the production line, most suppliers offer overnight

shipping of components to meet these emergent needs.
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5.0 IMPLEMENTING THE MODULAR ARCHITECTURE

Moving from a vertical/integral SMT operation to a more horizontal/modular configuration can't

be done overnight, especially in a hierarchical and matrixed organization such as a large defense

electronics corporation. The proposal in fact positions SD in the center of the vertical and

horizontal regimes by enabling SD to strategically choose which SMT products will be produced

through the vertical/integral supply chain and which will be produced via the horizontal/modular

supply chain. While this capability provides the competitive advantages of cost-effectiveness

and agility, it requires the development of new organizational forms and skills. These skills need

to be implemented in a series of steps, and learning from each step will help refine the future

steps. Following is a brief proposal for implementing this hybrid organization that has the

structure of a horizontal organization, with the capability to operate as a vertical organization

when needed. We could call this a "vertizontal" supply chain capability. The proposal follows a

well-established gated-approach to project management. In addition, we will examine the

implementation from three different organizational perspectives or "lenses".

5.1 Phased Approach to Implementation

Phase I: Startup

This phase is similar to a startup organization in that there will be a sense of great opportunity,

but also ambiguity and with it the potential for conflict. The goal of this phase is to test the

outsourcing process, begin developing an organizational capability, and to document learning for

future phases. In short: learn by doing. Following are some critical success factors for this

phase.

1. Establish a steering committee to provide multifunctional executive oversight to the

outsourcing activity and guide the redesign of any internal processes.

2. Establish a multifunctional SMT Process Ownership Team (including the kitting

supplier) to initiate and implement process changes that are needed to support a transition

to the dual-path SMT supply chain. Key activities for this team include:

a. Select at least two different programs for an external kitting trial and begin the

trials. All aspects of these trials should be documented, both successes and

failures.
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b. Write a baseline process document for the kit outsourcing activity. Determine

initial roles and responsibilities for Phase I activities.

c. Fix the front-end data for both trial programs. This means that no component will

be ordered without full agreement from Engineering, Programs, the kit supplier,

and Manufacturing. Special attention should be given to packaging formats,

tinning requirements (for leads and body), lead forming requirements, and

attrition quantities. This also means that the kit templates will be completed prior

to ordering components.

d. Ensure the allocation of capital required to support the construction of tools or

processes for the kitting supplier.

e. Conduct periodic reviews of the process and document lessons learned.

3. Decision Gate: based upon success and failures in Phase I, decide to not continue with

outsourcing plans, repeat the trials, or make necessary process modifications and proceed

to Phase II.

Phase II: Grow

The goal of this phase is to rapidly expand the outsourcing activity, and also to begin trials on

expanding the outsourcing activity upstream to purchasing, and/or downstream to SMT

assembly. Critical success factors in this phase include:

1. Establish goals for the volume of outsourced kitting based upon financial and strategic

considerations.

2. Rapidly expand the number of participant programs.

3. Evaluate metrics and incentives at each step in the process to ensure smooth flow of

material and information.

4. Conduct a trial to outsource component purchasing and/or SMT assembly for at least one

program.

5. Continue internal and external process improvements.

Phase III: Strengthen

The goal of this phase is to fully capitalize on the financial and strategic lessons from Phase I and

II. Critical success factors include:
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1. Re-evaluate the goals for volume of outsourcing, including the option of 100%

outsourcing.

2. Establish plans to achieve these goals.

3. Consider internal redesigns of organizational reporting structures, metrics and incentives.

4. Consider propagating the dual-path supply-chain methodology to other major products

inside SD.

5.2 Using Three Lenses to Implement Successful Organizational Change

Like other aerospace companies, SD uses the matrix organizational form. See Figure 22. The

functional resources of Design, Planning, Purchasing, Production, Manufacturing, and Test &

Integration are shared by the second axis of the matrix: Programs. A program is typically an

organization focused on meeting the requirements of a specific contract with a specific customer.

Programs exist for new equipment such as defensive radar for a new fighter aircraft platform, or

for upgrades to existing programs such as higher-performance hardware for ground-based radar

systems. Programs can also be speculative, funded with internal dollars to obtain first-to-market

advantage over competitors.

Functions

Programs

Product'

Figure 22. Matrix Organization

SD and other aerospace companies are developing a third organizational axis: Products. This

axis exists to group the deliverables of many programs into logical families. The goal of this

axis is to find opportunities for common and modular system components to be utilized across
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many programs, and thus achieve greater design, inventory and manufacturing economies of

scale. Examples of Products include common receiver and/or transmitter modules, and radar

antennae array elements. Thus, SD has functional managers, program managers, and product

managers. Effective collaboration among these three axes can help the enterprise achieve greater

cost effectiveness, greater product innovation, faster time-to-market, and greater customer focus

and satisfaction

With this background, the remainder of this section will explore three different perspectives on

SD as a means of providing insight to the actions that need to be taken to successfully implement

the modular SMT supply chain. These three perspectives, or lenses, are tools to understand the

organization, and to provide insight about what to change and how to make the changes.

Strategic Design Lens

Taking this perspective focuses our attention on achieving the strategy of organization. The first

task then is to state the strategy of the organization. Then, we "look at how the flow of tasks and

information is designed, how people are sorted into roles, how these roles are related, and how

the organization can be rationally optimized to achieve its goals.34"

SD's strategy for the SMT process is to maximize its production capability and minimize its cost.

By maximizing its capability, SD can produce the most advanced systems with the highest

performance vs. competitors. By reducing the cost, SD can improve profitability, gain market

share, or both. Figure 23 demonstrates the SD strategy for the SMT process. As can be seen, the

strategic cost/performance curve provides SD with options to either increase the performance

without increasing cost, or to decrease cost without sacrificing performance. Either of these

options can confer competitive advantage. The difficult task is pushing the curve in the

Northwest direction.

3 4 Ancona, Deborah, et. al. "Managing for the Future: Organizational Behavior and Processes", Module 2, pg 7.
South-Western college Publishing, 1999.
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Figure 23. SMT Manufacturing Strategy

This project has discovered that outsourcing the kitting operation is one tactic to improve the

cost/performance horizon. Now we consider strategic organizational changes that would help

the firm implement the outsourcing plan.

First, the entire SMT process could be grouped by output, as a product organization, and have a

single process owner. Currently the organizations involved in the SMT process are functionally

grouped. A single process owner would be responsible for all SMT activity from planning

through assembly and test, including outsourcing activity. Such a structure would give the

organization a product focus rather than a functional focus. The benefits of such a redesign have

been widely practiced and well documented 5 . The process owner could be a cross-functional

team from all the current functional groups performing SMT activities. Alternatively, SD could

re-organize to create a single reporting structure for all SMT processes. The latter option would

provide the greatest opportunity for aligning all incentives and metrics related to producing

CCAs. A single process owner could result in a clear focus on process redesigns and metrics that

support cost and cycle-time reduction.

A second strategic design change to the organization is related to the first: metrics. Metrics

define the incentives for the organization. Each step in the current process has slightly different
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metrics and incentives. For instance, Purchasing is measured by the cost of buying components

and also the price paid for the components. Neither of these metrics is guaranteed to reduce the

total cost of a completed SMT assembly. A single process owner can implement metrics that

produce the desired behavior for all employees in the SMT process chain. For example, a

combination of metrics including cycle-time, first-time-quality rate, and process efficiency36 can

provide powerful incentives to implement process improvements and push the cost/performance

curve in the Northwest direction.

Political Lens

The political lens or perspective seeks to identify and understand the various stakeholders in the

organization that will be affected by the change. Stakeholders are any party that contribute

resources to the organization or somehow depend upon it. The political lens seeks to understand

the goals and interests of each stakeholder and the amount of power each stakeholder holds in the

organization. Figure 24 is one example of a political map.

End-
Customers

UninsProgram IntermediateoUnions Mngr
+2 Maagers Customers

0 Functional

.nenor Managers
InvetorySMT

Management Assembly Engineering
Staff0

Kitting Planners
Operation

C.)

Increasing Project Support

Figure 24. Political Perspective on the Outsourcing Project

36 Process Efficiency, or PE, is the ratio of actual to planned touch-labor time.
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While each person may place different values on the level of power and level of support,

building such a map can provide interesting insights. For instance, three distinct coalitions

emerge from the Figure 24: A customer coalition (Program Management, Intermediate

Customers and End Customers), an operational coalition (SMT Assembly, Functional Mangers,

and Engineering Staff), and a kitting coalition (Inventory Management, Planners and the Kitting

Operation). Unions seem to stand alone as unsupportive of the project and also very powerful.

Understanding these groups, their interests and the role they play in the change process is very

helpful in designing an approach to implementing change.

Managing these various stakeholders and coalitions can be approached in a many ways. Using a

"bottom-up" approach, the stakeholders could self-organize to debate, discuss, and decide the

course of action to take. The chosen action would be proposed to senior executives for approval.

Stakeholders that wish to have a voice in the final plan would have incentive to join and

contribute to the effort. Doing so would ensure that their interests were heard and possibly

integrated into the plan. For example, managers or leaders from each stakeholder group,

including unions, could agree to meet and participate in drafting the outsourcing plan. This

process would involve negotiations between the stakeholder groups to ensure their interests were

represented in the plan. A mediator may be required to facilitate progress. However, if this

method was successful, it could establish a consensus that would provide strong incentive for

each stakeholder to actively support the successful implementation of the plan.

A second method to manage the stakeholders could be called the "top-down" method. In this

method, a single executive, or group of executives with influence over all remaining

stakeholders, could endorse the outsourcing plan. This top-down approach has several

advantages. First, middle management would no longer be uncertain about the political risk of

pursuing the change because their superior(s) had conveyed to them that the project risks were

worth bearing. Second, the top-down approach reduces the likelihood and the extent to which

any single coalition will resist the change. This increased cooperation is essential to the

successful implementation. Third, this creates a focused source of accountability and urgency to

accomplish the project.
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While not all goals and interests can be easily harmonized, seeing these differences and

similarities, and choosing an appropriate method to manage the stakeholder, can be an aid in

designing an effective organizational structure, and provide insight to the next topic, culture.

Cultural Lens

"The cultural perspective on organizations focuses first and foremost on the meanings people

assign to their respective work experiences. People are thus more than cogs in a machine or self-

interested political actors. They are also meaning makers, symbol users, storytellers who are

actively engaged in organizational life, and, through interaction with one another, they

continually create, sustain, and modify organizational events, processes, and products."" In the

cultural perspective, symbolism is very important. Thus, the facts are more than just the facts,

they are symbols to people that contain meaning.

Perhaps the two most dominant cultural aspects of this project are the symbolic meanings of

outsourcing to the internal kitting organization, and the symbolic meaning of outsourcing to the

remainder of the hourly workforce. The kitting organization has received negative feedback for

two years, and has embarked on an initiative to redesign the internal kitting processes. This

process has consumed tremendous resources, energy and management attention. To outsource

kitting now, symbolizes failure to the kitting organization. The remainder of the hourly

workforce views any outsourcing activity symbolically as a threat to job security. This view is

not comforted by the fact that market growth, redeployment and retirement attrition may offset

the need for layoffs of any kind. Nor is the view comforted by the prospect that outsourcing

kitting may improve SD competitiveness and actually attract additional work to the facility in the

long run.

A second, low-profile culture exists that is more exploratory. This culture comprises mostly the

members of the operational coalition. These people see opportunities for process improvements

and also are eager to explore multiple ideas to solve the kitting problems. These people also

have a system perspective of the situation and realize that the front-end problems exacerbate the

kitting problems. They also perceive that there are technical and organizational difficulties in
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making changes. For this group, the project symbolizes a potential breakthrough in the problem-

solving process.

In terms of operational culture, the functional organization structure presents barriers between

organizations that result in the need for exceptional efforts to communicate rapidly and

effectively between these groups. A job classification exists (traditionally called "expediters")

that is responsible for spanning the gap between these functional organizations at the shop floor

level by rapidly moving data and materials between required points. A new culture is emerging

that is oriented more towards value-stream mapping, data collection, root-cause analysis, process

redesign, and continuous improvement. In time, this new culture will solve many of the issues

currently resolved by expediters.

Stepping back and viewing the entire SD culture, it is interesting that there seems to be a "first-

movers-disadvantage" culture. That is, some individuals avoid being the first to advocate a

highly visible change initiative. Through conversations and observations, the reason for this

phenomenon seems to be that middle management is generally risk-averse, fearing negative

consequences from superiors. To some, the proposal to outsource kitting seems like an extreme

risk. It could pay off, but could also fail miserably, especially without the full support of the

internal kitting coalition. Even though I observed this risk aversion, I did not observe any

situations in which risk-taking was punished. My only conclusion is that this is a historical

cultural phenomenon that is transitioning out of existence.

These observations about the SD culture can be helpful in designing an approach to

implementing the project. For instance, commingling multiple functional personnel into a single

product-focused organization can help promote a more process-focused culture rather than an

expediting culture. However, managers must be aware of the cultural differences and take action

to promote the desired culture. Organizational structure, training and metrics all play an

important part in developing the desired culture.
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6.0 FUTURE WORK

The implementation plan recommends future work to realize the maximum benefits of the

horizontal/modular supply chain architecture. This section contains a few ideas related to the

SMT supply chain that are fertile ground for future operational improvements.

Extend the external supply chain upstream and downstream

A brief strategic analysis of component purchasing and SMT assembly reveals an opportunity to

further extend the external supply chain. Purchasing activities are driven by SD planning data

and could easily be done by a supplier without compromising the critical relationships between

SD and their component suppliers. In addition, the life-cycle characteristics of SMT boards are

similar to that of kits. More mature boards may be very good candidates for outsourcing. In that

case, a mature SMT product could be manufactured entirely outside of SD and enter the internal

supply chain after the assembly step.

Ship-Set Definition of Kits

Kits are currently structured as a batch of components for identical SMT boards. A typical

deliverable radar system contains many different CCAs in varying quantities. For example,

consider a radar system that must be delivered one per month for 20 months. It contains 14

unique CCAs, five of which are used twice, so that the total board count in the radar system is

19. To deliver 20 radar systems requires the delivery of 14 kits. Nine of the 14 kits will contain

20 CCAs, and 5 kits will contain 40 CCAs each. As each kit is consumed on the assembly line,
approximately 95% of the completed CCAs immediately become static WIP, while only the units

needed are used in the next higher assemblies. 95% of the production line time was hence used

for assembling boards that are not immediately needed, thus greatly lengthening the cycle-time.

The static WIP boards then sit in storage while being consumed once or twice per month.

During this time engineering changes will likely occur that require rework or rebuild of the

boards.

An alternate method, compatible with Lean Manufacturing techniques, would redefine kits as a

batch of boards required to build a single deliverable radar system. In this scenario, the number
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of kits would rise from 14 to 20. The number of CCAs per kit would be 14. So the change in

number of kits and the number of CCAs per kit would not change dramatically. However, the

amount of WIP would change dramatically. This reduction in WIP could greatly decrease the

manufacturing flow-time and the inventory holding costs. The CCAs would flow through the

factory as a ship-set. There are difficulties to address such as managing the additional number of

line-items per kit, and inventing a way to quickly recover from a line loss that leaves a ship-set

one board short. But these problems are quite solvable.

Evaluation of Metrics and Incentives

The performance metrics in each element of the supply-chain can dramatically impact the

performance of the total chain. Misaligned incentives result in longer lead-time, waste, and

increased costs. In the future, a study of the explicit and implicit incentives, and a re-alignment

of those incentives, could yield significant performance improvements. For example, if a

receiving organization works to a "dock-to-stock" performance metric, their incentive is to move

received items from the receiving dock into the inventory management system sequentially using

a first-in first-out methodology. Say the next operation in the chain, kitting, is measured by

meeting MRP release dates. If a component arrives behind schedule, the kitting operation wishes

to expedite that component by having receiving work out-of-sequence, so it can meet the MRP

schedule. However Receiving wishes to process that component in the order it was received.

This creates a conflict between two elements in the supply chain. This is a simple example. But

other, more significant incentive conflicts may exist that suppress the performance of the entire

chain.

Serial Suppliers

This project examined only single-supplier solutions to the outsourcing question. However,

there are creative solutions to extending the outsourcing chain by linking two or more suppliers

together. In one scenario, one supplier would do procurement, and deliver the components to a

second supplier to perform the value added and kitting services. Another scenario adds a third

supplier as an assembler. In these scenarios, SD becomes the prime contractor managing a

product through a series of external suppliers, each with a specific and strategic advantage to SD.

Alternatively, these suppliers could form joint ventures and provide a single interface to SD.
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7.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this work demonstrate that low-volume SMT manufacturers can benefit by

utilizing the supply chain typically dominated by high-volume manufacturers. Low-volume

manufacturers typically have a high mixture of SMT products with a significant spectrum of

product maturity. The end of this product spectrum that is more mature and is produced in

slightly higher volumes can be cost effectively produced using a commercial supply chain,

without compromising the firm's competitiveness. This implies that these firms are not yet fully

benefiting from the cost structure, quality, or economies of scale available in their industry.

The vision for these low-volume firms is to structure their organization in a manner that allows

them to fully utilize the strengths of their internal supply chain and the capabilities in the external

supply chain. In the case of SD, they could form a SMT product-oriented group with the goal of

utilizing internal and external resources to maximize the value of all SMT products to their

internal customers. Such an organization might maintain a very small component preparation

and kitting capability to handle prototyping/emergent needs, but rely on external suppliers for the

bulk of component preparation, inventory management and kitting. This group would also be

responsible to partner with suppliers for SMT assembly, and possibly for component purchasing.

Such a group would not be static, but would constantly reinvent itself, shifting people between

tasks, moving work in or out of the group, all for the purpose of maximizing the value of SMT

products to the end-customer.

The research has demonstrated that the competitive risks of such a strategy are quite low. The

one exception to this is the advanced design and assembly processes for new and emerging SMT

boards. For this reason, the internal assembly process is valuable as a means of protecting the

design, and for maintaining and growing advanced SMT assembly processes. This is not true of

the remaining SMT processes however. Purchasing, inventory management, component

preparation, and kitting can all be done externally without risking competitiveness.

One conclusion of this research is that low-volume SMT manufacturers can choose to be both

vertically and horizontally integrated at the same time. By restructuring themselves to reside at

the center of the double-helix, the firm can actively manage each design over its life-cycle.
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Awareness of the past, present, and future demand for a design can greatly impact the supply

chain choices for producing that design.

A second conclusion of this research relates to the first, and regards the structure of the firm.

Currently, the strategic design of the firm is based upon grouping functional activities. For a

firm that produces 60,000 SMT boards per year, there is strong motivation to reorganize around

the product. Doing so would better align the political and cultural incentives to continually

increase value.

A third conclusion of this research is that unnecessary integralities have grown into these

organizations, but that redesigning the tasks, effectively utilizing external suppliers, and

restructuring the SMT organization can virtually eliminate these wasteful integralities. Doing so

can reduce cost, flow-time, and defects. These integralities can be removed and there is

significant benefit in doing so.
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THE SMT ASSEMBLY PROCESS

A.1 Overview
Surface mount technology (SMT) involves placing components on the surface of a circuit card,
temporarily fastened by a thick solder paste, with subsequent heating to flow the solder and
complete the electrical and mechanical connection between the component and the board. Figure
Al shows the basic SMT manufacturing steps. Figure A2 show a pictorial representation of the
steps.

Solder Pas +Component + Auto Optica+ Solder + the SMTiManufan PX-Rayocess
PrinfinL Placement In ec I Reflow Insmnection "nIecton Asml

Figure Al. Basic Steps in the SMT Manufacturing Process

Figure A2. Schematic of the SMT Process
(courtesy of http-/www engr ipui dii/~olaiya/mt/radhika/mtintro html)
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A.2 Solder Paste Printing

Stencil printing, similar to silk-screening, is the dominant technique for precisely applying the
solder paste to the PWB. The primary purposes for applying solder paste are to provide
temporary adhesion between the component and the board, and to provide solder material for the
solder joints. The important parameters of this process are:

" An accurate stencil
" Proper registration between the circuit card electrical contacts, and the stencil
" Solder paste exposure time (oxidation due to air exposure)
" Cleanliness
* Composition of solder paste
* Squeegee parameters (speed, angle, force, solder roll radius)

Once the printing is done the PWB landings have a thin coat of solder paste on them and are
ready to receive components.

A.3 Component Placement
Precise, high-speed automated equipment places components onto the PWB in programmed
locations. Hand placement, while not preferred, can be used for attaching large or irregularly
shaped components that cannot be manipulated with standard end-effectors. Automatic
component placement machines are noted for their speeds of up to 10,000 components per hour
(cph). However, placement accuracy is a greater advantage than placement speed for SD. High-
density SMT boards use components with lead pitches as small as 0.020 inch. If a component is
misaligned by only 0.005 inch, the risk of a lead contacting the incorrect pad on the PWB is
large. Placement machines use vision systems to detect fiducial marks on the PWB. This
enables the machine to precisely determine the location and rotational angle of the board relative
to the axis of the machine axis system. Once determined, the machine controller can calculate
proper coordinate-system transformations to apply to the programmed coordinates. This,
coupled with high-precision encoders and motors, allows the machine to place most components
within 0.002 inches positional accuracy.

SMT auto-placement machines use several feed formats:
" Tape on Reel. The components are placed in pockets of a plastic or paper ribbon tape,

covered by a thin plastic tape and rolled onto a reel. The machine uses a sprocket drive
to feed the tape into the component handler that picks the component from the pocket and
places it on the PWB. Tapes can hold up to 4000 components per reel depending on
component size.

" Tubes. The components are stacked into a plastic tube and gravity-fed into the
component handler. Tubes can hold between 1 and 100 components depending on
component size.

" Matrix Tray. Components rest in a specially designed tray that is physically registered to
an index on the component handler. Trays are used primarily for large components and
can hold between 1 and 50 components each. Multiple trays can be used for larger part
quantities. Trays can be either manually registered or automatically fed to the pickup
area depending on the capability of the component handler.
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The important parameters of the placement process are:
. Proper machine programming (typically off-line)
. Proper functioning of machine sub-systems (camera, component handlers, component

feed system, etc.)
. PWB flatness
0 Solder tackiness
. Clean environment and components
. Variation in the physical dimensions of components

Once the components are placed, they are actually floating on a viscous paste of solder. The
final soldering does not occur until the solder reflow step.

A.4 Auto Optical Inspection
This automated process uses CCD cameras and image processing software to detect missing,
miss-located, damaged, or incorrect components prior to being permanently soldered. If defects
are detected the operator can manually make corrections. In addition, at this stage, the operator
can manually place components that could not be handled by the automated feed system.

A.5 Solder Reflow
The purpose of this process is to complete the solder joint at each contact between a component
lead and a PWB land. This is a bulk process in which the entire board is heated in a forced-air
convection oven. The heating is done in a controlled manner according to a predetermined
temperature vs. time profile. See Figure A3. The temperature profile is accomplished by
feeding the board on a conveyor system through the oven at programmed speeds. The oven has
several temperature zones along the length of the conveyor system.
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Figure A3. Reflow Oven Temperature Zones.
(Courtesy of B.S. Bentzen, PWB In-Focus, www smtinfoeiis cnm)
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Each region of the temperature profile serves a specific purpose as noted in Figure A3. The
result is a board with completed solder connections.

A.6 Cleaning
Several methods of cleaning are used depending upon downstream requirements and the board
design. The primary methods are chemical washes and vapor degreasing. Cleaning serves three
purposes. First, it removes foreign matter that may prevent the x-ray inspection from making
false-positive or false-negative defect findings. Second, the cleaning removes films that may
prevent conformal coatings from properly adhering. Third, it prevents foreign matter from
propagating into next-higher assemblies and causing shorts.

A.7 X-Ray Inspection
The purpose of this step is to detect any defective solder joints before further processing is done
on the boards. The component density is so high, the solder joints so numerous, and the potential
defects so difficult to see, that an automated method for detecting defective solder joints is
needed. The X-ray inspection system is a programmable device that sequentially inspects solder
joints per a CNC program. The system can report the type and location of defects, store defect
statistics, and be updated to respond to changes in board designs. If defective joints are found,
they are repaired manually if possible.
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